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DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER 
750 17TH STREET, WEST VANCOUVER BC V7V 3T3 

COUNCIL REPORT 
Date: January 24, 2022 
From: Arleta Beckett, Community Services & Community Development 

Manager 
Subject: Update on North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative 
File: 2620-01 

RECOMMENDATION 
THAT the report titled “Update on North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative” 
dated January 24, 2022, be received for information.  

1.0 Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an update on the 
North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative. 

2.0 Legislation/Bylaw/Policy 
Addressing Homelessness in Metro Vancouver (2017) uses a conceptual 
framework to develop recommendations and strategies to prevent region-
wide homelessness, to serve people who are homeless, and to create 
pathways out of homelessness. The Province of British Columbia (BC) 
recently introduced TogetherBC (2019), BC’s first poverty reduction 
strategy which aims to make life more affordable for people struggling to 
get by through reducing costs and increasing incomes.  
Strategies in the Blueprint for Social Responsibility and Change (2017) 
help support the District of West Vancouver (District) to anticipate and 
meet community needs as demographic changes occur. These strategies 
include participation in regional and tri-municipal planning tables and joint 
funding initiatives to share knowledge and implement sustainable 
strategies for addressing priority issues.  

3.0 Council Strategic Objective(s)/Official Community Plan 
Council Strategic Plan 
The District Council’s Strategic Goals support housing by setting 
objectives to fulfill the goal to significantly expand the diversity and supply 
of housing including housing that is more affordable.  
Official Community Plan 
The District’s Official Community Plan (OCP) recognizes community 
health and social sustainability as critical tenets of the overall social fabric 
of a community. Housing is central to social and community health. The 
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OCP provides Council with a range of policies to provide greater housing 
options including the creation of new market and non-market rental, 
seniors, and supportive housing. This includes the following: 
2.1.15 Prior to the adoption of a local area plan, consider proposals 

within the local area plan boundary by: 
b. Requiring the proposal's contribution to rental, non-market, 

or supportive housing, or its ability to forward the public 
interest or provide other community benefits as determined 
by Council. 

2.1.16 Support existing purpose-built rental housing stock and renter 
households by:  
e. Considering financial incentives for non-market rental units 

(e.g. the reduction of development fees or charges, tax 
incentives). 

g. Securing market and non-market rental housing units in 
perpetuity through Housing Agreements and available 
zoning tools. 

2.1.17 Secure new purpose-built market and non-market rental, seniors, 
and supportive housing units in appropriate locations close to 
transit and amenities by: 
a. Incentivizing new rental units through bonus density, 

increased height, and available zoning tools;  
b. Considering cash-in-lieu contributions to the District’s 

Affordable Housing Fund when preferable for meeting the 
District’s housing objectives;  

c. Considering financial incentives for non-market rental units 
(e.g. the reduction of development fees or charges, tax 
incentives);  

d. Reducing off-street parking requirements; and  
e. Securing market and non-market rental housing units in 

perpetuity through Housing Agreements and available 
zoning tools. 

2.1.19 Work with non-profit housing groups and senior levels of 
government in the maintenance of existing and creation of new 
non-market rental, seniors or supportive housing, particularly in 
areas close to transit service. 

2.1.21 Use surplus District-owned lands to increase the availability of 
more diverse and affordable housing.  

2.9.11 Explore opportunities with community partners including 
Vancouver Coastal Health, senior levels of government, schools, 
community organizations, and non-profit service providers to 
provide a full continuum of support services to address needs 
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related to physical, mental and social health, addictions, health 
services, emergency response, housing, homelessness, 
employment and food security. 

2.9.13 Support measures to increase community resiliency during 
emergencies, disasters and extreme weather events and mitigate 
impacts for vulnerable areas and populations (e.g. children, 
seniors, homeless and people with disabilities). 

The District’s Housing Needs Report (2020) focuses on current and 
projected housing needs in West Vancouver. The report highlights the 
divide between incomes and housing costs which is evident in the number 
of households in core and extreme core housing need, and the lack of 
housing diversity that impacts options available to various demographics. 
The report also highlights the importance of meeting the demand for 
market and non-market rental housing; seniors housing; special needs 
and/or accessibility designed housing; and more diverse and affordable 
ownership options.  

4.0 Financial Implications 
On July 20, 2020, Council approved the recommendations from the staff 
report on Cross-Jurisdictional Action on Homelessness which included 
identifying specific required District resources. The North Shore 
Homelessness Action Project’s Terms of Reference (since replaced with 
the North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative or NSHAI Terms of 
Reference) required that each municipality provide staff to sit on the 
NSHAI Working Group as well as administrative support to the NSHAI 
Steering Committee. It was anticipated that administrative and technical 
duties would be shared among the partner municipalities. Once formed, 
the Working Group identified projects that were shared with the NSHAI.   

5.0 Background 
At two separate Council meetings in 2020, Council discussed working 
together with the City of North Vancouver and the District of North 
Vancouver on housing needs for homeless and vulnerable populations.  
At its July 6, 2020 regular meeting, Council passed resolutions to develop 
a framework for a North Shore cross-jurisdictional Steering Committee 
and Working Group that would develop short, medium and long-term 
actions that are focused on clear, comprehensive, and coordinated 
strategies to prevent homelessness, to serve people who are currently 
homeless/trapped in the poverty cycle; and to create pathways out of 
homelessness.  
On February 22, 2021, Council endorsed the Terms of Reference for the 
NSHAI, an assembly of North Shore public officials with a mutual 
commitment to enhancing coordination and action to prevent and alleviate 
homelessness on the North Shore.  
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The structure of the NSHAI includes a Steering Committee comprised of 
elected and appointed government officials and a Working Group 
consisting of staff from each municipality.  
On March 5, 2021, organizations that would go on to be members of the 
NSHAI Steering Committee were invited to a forum for coordination with 
North Shore officials having direct and indirect authority for homelessness 
actions, supportive policies, funding, and capital investments. This cross-
jurisdictional group became the NSHAI Steering Committee.  
The revised NSHAI Terms of Reference (Appendix A) identified at the 
first meeting were:  

 review and consider community needs pertaining to homelessness in 
close coordination with service providers, relevant community 
agencies, and First Nations  

 inventory opportunities and existing planned actions across 
jurisdictions on the North Shore 

 develop a concise list of priority actions and partner roles in 
advancing the respective actions with a focus on identifying 
opportunities for investments in permanent supportive housing 

 explore alternative and coordinated delivery mechanisms for 
services, supports, and response to issues including the potential for 
a North Shore-wide approach to resourcing recommended initiatives 
related to homelessness 

 produce a report for the North Shore Councils with the outcomes of 
the initiative 

 launch a coordinated and ongoing communications and advocacy 
strategy outlining key North Shore achievements, challenges, needs, 
and partner commitments including reporting out on priority actions to 
the community and other levels of government   

5.1 Previous Decisions 
Council, at its July 6, 2020 regular meeting, passed the following 
resolutions:  
WHEREAS the right to safe, suitable, adequate and affordable housing is 
a fundamental human right that we all share, and housing is essential to 
the vitality, health and well-being of individuals, families and communities; 
AND WHEREAS housing is a key responsibility of the federal and 
provincial governments with support from local government;  
AND WHEREAS Metro Vancouver released Addressing Homelessness in 
Metro Vancouver (2017);  
AND WHEREAS the provincial government released TogetherBC: British 
Columbia’s Poverty Reduction Strategy (2019);  
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AND WHEREAS homelessness is a symptom of many underlying causes 
that demand inter-sectoral collaboration and a systems-based approach;  
AND WHEREAS the North Shore municipalities have contributed by 
providing support and/or initiatives such as the Emergency Shelter, Youth 
Safe House, Seniors Safe House, transitional and supportive housing, as 
well as financial support for outreach workers and employment initiatives;  
AND WHEREAS the North Shore is rich in community-based 
organizations which provide support to people experiencing homelessness 
or at risk of homelessness;  
AND WHEREAS the number of people experiencing homelessness or are 
at risk is not decreasing;  
AND WHEREAS COVID-19 has highlighted the need for an additional 
emergency shelter to support people across the North Shore who are 
experiencing homelessness that is temporary;  
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT  
1)  staff be directed to develop a framework for a North Shore cross-

jurisdictional Steering Committee and Working Group (government, 
staff and relevant community agencies) that will develop short, 
medium and long term actions that are focused on clear, 
comprehensive and coordinated strategies to prevent homelessness; 
to serve the people who are currently homeless; and to create 
pathways out of homelessness;  

2)  these actions will specifically include working to deliver permanent 
supportive housing with wrap-around services, and one point of entry 
for people across the North Shore who are experiencing or at risk of 
homelessness;  

3)  staff be directed to bring forward a brief report prior to the end of July 
outlining the implications of adding the objective proposed in 1) 
above, under Council’s Strategic Goal regarding Housing, including 
consideration of District resources and the District’s current 
participation in the North Shore Homelessness Task Force;  

4)  staff be further directed to address what planned Strategic Objectives 
may need to be reconsidered and the implications of doing so; and  

5)  a copy of this resolution be sent to local MLAs and MPs, the Minister 
of Housing, Minister Dix, and B.C. Housing. 

Council, at its July 20, 2020 regular meeting, passed the following 
resolutions: 
THAT 
1) the report dated July 14, 2020 from the Manager of Community 

Services & Community Development and the Manager of Community 
Planning & Sustainability, titled Cross-Jurisdictional Action on 
Homelessness, be received for information; 
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2) staff be directed to discuss establishing a framework for a North 
Shore Cross-Jurisdictional Action on Homelessness Steering 
Committee and Working Group with the appropriate colleagues from 
North Shore Homelessness Task Force, City and District of North 
Vancouver and Vancouver Coastal Health, and report back to 
Council on the results of these discussions, including required 
specific District resources; 

3) staff report back to Council on the findings of the Housing Needs 
Report upon its completion; and 

4) staff be directed to brief any eventual Steering Committee and 
Working Group on the findings of the Housing Needs Report upon its 
completion to inform and shape the framework along with similar data 
from other jurisdictions. 

Council, at its February 22, 2021 regular meeting, passed the following 
resolution: 
THAT the Terms of Reference for the North Shore Homelessness Action 
Initiative (HAI) be endorsed. 

Council discussed working together on housing needs for homeless and 
vulnerable populations in collaboration with the City of North Vancouver, 
the District of North Vancouver, and others at two separate Council 
meetings in 2020. 

5.2 History 
The North Shore Homelessness Task Force (NSHTF) was formed in 1998 
in response to reports of people living on the street. The NSHTF is an 
open service network on the North Shore that works together to address 
issues relating to homelessness and poverty on the North Shore. The 
NSHTF focuses on areas related to support services, communications, 
information, and advocacy. In 2021, through a grant from the Social 
Planning and Research Council of BC, the NSHTF completed a North 
Shore Homelessness Community Action Strategy (2022-2023) (Appendix 
B) and a 2021 Situation Analysis Report (Appendix C).  

6.0 Analysis 
6.1 Discussion 

The inaugural meeting of the NSHAI was on March 5, 2021. At the 
meeting, the Working Group presented:  

 key municipal statistics for the three municipalities 

 North Shore homeless statistics e.g. point-in-time count, extended 
count and service provider statistics 

 statistics on existing facilities: North Shore Housing Centre (Lookout 
Shelter), temporary/confidential location for COVID-19 pandemic 
isolation, Emergency Weather Response mats, Youth Safe House, 
Youth Transition Houses, and Sage Transitional Housing  
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 initiatives that received support or partnership from all three North 
Shore municipalities e.g. activation of North Shore Emergency 
Management Emergency Operation Centre, ongoing COVID-19 
response working groups, Emergency Weather Response, 
homelessness outreach (through core funding and Community 
Grants) 

 initiatives that receive support or participation from all three North 
Shore municipalities: Metro Vancouver point-in-time homeless count 
and the extended count pilot project; coordinated approach between 
Bylaw departments and Police: NSHTF; and funding from the Union 
of British Columbia Municipalities for North Shore Regional Poverty 
Reduction Strategy – Phase 1 Plans & Assessments  

 supportive initiatives at the municipal level e.g. core funding and 
Community Grants, North Shore Rent Bank, Permissive Tax 
Exemptions, facilities grants, Affordable Housing Reserve Fund, 
shower programs 

 non-market housing projects and initiatives unique to each 
municipality 

 best practices in supporting homelessness with an example of an 
innovative health-housing project in Prince George  

Following the meeting, Mayor Booth reached out to Minister Josie 
Osborne, Minister of Municipal Affairs to provide an update on the 
increased numbers of people experiencing homelessness and those at 
risk of homelessness, as well as information about the next NSHAI 
Steering Committee meeting. In April 2021, a response came from 
Attorney General and Minister Responsible for Housing, David Eby, 
acknowledging the February 21, 2021 correspondence with Minister 
Osborne and information about current provincial responses to the 
housing crisis, especially for people experiencing or at risk of 
homelessness.  
A second NSHAI meeting was held on June 24, 2021. At that meeting, the 
Working Group presented: 

 progress on objectives 

 models of housing provision with an inventory of North Shore 
emergency shelters, transitional housing, and supportive recovery 
housing 

 understanding community needs  

 models of provision: single point of entry; tiny home village (Seattle, 
Portland, and Lummi Nation Reservation); conversion of former 
hotels (Victoria and Vancouver); seasonal workers in RVs rent space 
in residential neighbourhoods (Ucluelet); housing for women only 
(Vancouver); supportive housing in District of North Vancouver 
(partnered with Vancouver Coastal Health and RainCity Housing); 
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Salish Lelum youth and elder affordable housing (Nanaimo); 
Performing Arts Lodge social housing and life-lease suites 
(Vancouver) 

 common elements/principles for success when creating housing 
A third meeting was held on November 10, 2021. At that meeting, the 
Working Group presented: 

 the final NSHAI Terms of Reference 

 a detailed inventory of opportunities and actions to address 
homelessness services at municipal, First Nations, Metro Vancouver, 
provincial, and federal levels (Appendix D) 

 a tri-municipal news release announcing joint funding from the Union 
of British Columbia Municipalities Strengthening Communities 
Services grant (Appendix E) 

 a briefing paper that provides a snapshot of up-to-date information 
about the NSHAI (Appendix F) 

At the time of writing this report, staff were working on preparing 
information for the Steering Committee meeting on February 9, 2022.  

6.2 Sustainability 
Addressing homelessness and housing needs is one element of a 
sustainable community. 

6.3 Public Engagement and Outreach 
Engagement and/or outreach will be directed through the NSHAI Steering 
Committee. 

6.4 Other Communication, Consultation, and Research 
Additional communication, consultation, and research are anticipated from 
the NSHAI Steering Committee. 

7.0 Options 
7.1 Recommended Option 

THAT the report titled “Update on North Shore Homelessness Action 
Initiative” dated January 24, 2022 be received for information.  

7.2 Considered Options 
Council may request further information or provide further direction.  

8.0 Conclusion 
This update on the North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative has been 
provided for Council’s information. 
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Concurrence: 

Arleta Beckett, Community Services & Community Development Manager 

Jill Lawlor, Senior Manager, Community Services 

Appendices 
Appendix A: North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative – Terms of Reference 

(from March 10, 2021 meeting of the NSHAI Steering Committee) 
Appendix B: North Shore Homelessness Community Action Strategy (2022-

2023) 
Appendix C: 2021 North Shore Homelessness Situation Analysis Report 
Appendix D: North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative – 

Inventory of Opportunities and Current Actions to Address 
Homelessness (Draft - June 2021) 

Appendix E: News Release – North Shore Gets Funding Boost for Multi-Faceted 
Response to Homelessness (August 13, 2021) 

Appendix F: North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative Briefing Paper (2021) 
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1  •  North Shore Homelessness Task Force Strategic Plan 2022-2032

The North Shore Homelessness Task Force (Task Force) is an open service 
network on the North Shore that works together to address issues relating 
to homelessness and poverty on the North Shore. The Task Force focuses 
on areas related to support services, communications and information, 
and advocacy.

The following document is a resource designed to support the Task Force 
in strategic decision-making, planning, and execution. It aims to provide 
a “true north” for the Task Force and to build towards an operational 
resource to support planning. 

This strategic planning document includes the following components:

Executive 
Summary

Vision, Mission & Values
Enables a shared understanding and alignment on the Task Force’s 
role and desired impact. 

Mandate of the Task Force 
e nes the Task Force’s uni ue positioning and role in 

collaboration with other local partners towards 
addressing homelessness. 

Decision-Making Framework
Provides objective criteria to evaluate existing and future 
opportunities and initiatives against.

Goals & Objectives
Outlines goals and priorities for the Task Force 
between 2022-2032. 

Plan 2022-2032

ents:

orce’s 

future 
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This Strategy was co-created by the Task Force with the support of external 
consultants. The methods for its creation include building on engagement and 
knowledge from the Situation Analysis Report, meetings with the Task Force 
Steering Committee, and community engagement. This process included: 

Engagement with 30 North Shore community members with lived experience 
of homelessness (connections made through 9 community organizations); 

Task Force Strategic Planning Workshop (17 participants); 

Task Force Strategic Planning Survey (10 participants); and 

Meetings with the Task Force Steering Committee, including synthesizing 
engagement data. 

What we have heard consistently from Task Force members throughout this 
process is that we are ready to move forward in new, strategic, and community-
led ways that serve homeless community members on the North Shore. This 
Strategy has been developed from our collective voices and it is now our 
collective responsibility to put it into action. 

Methodology
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The North Shore Homelessness Task Force Situation Analysis Report explores 
the current state of homelessness on the North Shore, as well as the related 
gaps in homelessness work on the North Shore. For detailed information, refer 
to the Report. A high-level summary of these gaps includes: 

Homelessness is a shared responsibility of local, provincial, and federal 
governments, which o en results in housing and homelessness falling 
through the cracks; 

Data and information around homelessness is awed and incomplete 
which results in ine ective action and decision-making;

Systems of oppression are root causes of homelessness and are actively 
embedded in all aspects of homelessness work, causing a gap between 
intention and impact for those looking to support homeless community 
members.  

In this strategy, our current state and identi ed gaps will be complemented by 
our vision for what we want to accomplish and how we will address gaps to get 
there. As a Task Force, we have many strengths, both as individual members 
and as a community of practice; We are more than the sum of our parts and 
we are able to take collective action on homelessness in ways that none of us 
could do alone. By building on and growing our strengths, this strategy provides 
direction for us to embark on an emergent path of bold, community-led action 
on addressing North Shore homelessness. 

Key aspects of this strategy that complete our gap analysis are the vision, 
mission, and mandate of the Task Force, the goals and objectives, and the 
operational planning spreadsheet. The operational planning spreadsheet will 
be managed by the Coordinator of the Task Force, and will be a live document 
accessible to all members. It will record progress and key milestones across the 
10 years. The vision, mission, and mandate provide the Task Force with broad, 
overarching direction. The goals and objectives provide us with an intermediate 
level of direction in our focus areas. Finally, our operational planning 
spreadsheet helps us to mobilize and prioritize our work closest to the ground. 

Truly addressing root causes of homelessness will re uire the Task Force to 
do deeply transformative work that centres anti-oppression and prioritizes 
community members with lived experience; it will re uire courageous and 
innovative action. The Task Force is ready for this transformation and to take a 
more impactful solidarity role in addressing homelessness on the North Shore. 

Gap Analysis
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Vision, 
Mission, 
Values

Values
Relational: Maintaining relationships as our 
foundation and creating a sense of belonging on the 
North Shore.

Anti-oppression: Combating all forms of oppression 
in every place we nd it and prioritizing safety for 
the most marginalized. 

Action: Aligning our actions with our values and 
follow through on our commitments. 

Solidarity: Centring the most impacted community 
members in our work.

Accountability: Coming from a place of service to 
the homeless community on the North Shore 
and taking responsibility for how our work 
impacts them.

Vision
A North Shore where everyone has safe, 
a ordable access to housing options that 
meet their diverse needs and desires. 

Mission
Advance collective action and advocacy to 
address root causes of homelessness on the 
North Shore.

Who We Serve
First and foremost, we serve those experiencing 
homelessness on the North Shore. Second, we 
support the Task Force members and the wider 
North Shore community, to best serve those 
experiencing and at risk of homelessness. 
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The Task Force seeks to provide leadership on the North Shore around 
homelessness in order to meaningfully address its root causes. Currently, 
it functions as a hub and community of practice for a wide membership by 
facilitating information sharing, coordination, and collaboration on homelessness, 
with many accomplishments across these activities. Each Task Force member 
organization has its own mission, mandate, and priorities; This strategic plan 
articulates the shared work these organizations aim to champion together. 

The Task Force works to nurture collective action to address homelessness
on the North Shore by: 

Mandate of the Task Force

Advocating for policy 
and program changes to 
address the root causes of 
homelessness.

Educating the public 
and decision-makers 
about homelessness and 
opportunities for action.

Building knowledge and 
capacity among task 
force organizations and 
individuals. 

Taking collective action on 
issues related to housing 
and homelessness in 
solidarity with community 
members with lived and 
living experience. 

Serving as a community of 
practice for organizations 
and individuals.

Supporting existing work on 
homelessness in streamlined, 
collaborative ways.
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The following process and framework supports the Task Force in evaluating existing programming 
and emerging opportunities. It should be reviewed regularly to keep it current and should be 
included into the next revision of the Task Force Terms of Reference.

Process
The framework should be used to evaluate opportunities during annual planning, uarterly 
reviews, or as opportunities arise. Engagement around decision-making should be undertaken 
by relevant stakeholders including the Coordinator, Task Force Members, key partners and 
community organizations.

Framework

Decision-Making 
Framework

CRITERIA KE Y  QUE STION SCORING (1-5)

Advancement To what extent does this opportunity advance our Mission, 
Vision, and Values?

Focus To what extent does this opportunity align with our unique 
positioning and role?

Am li cation To what extent does this opportunity amplify existing Task 
Force work?

Resources To what extent are there adequate resources (capacity, 
systems, funding) currently or feasibly available?

Impact To what extent does this opportunity address homelessness 
or meet a need in a unique way?

Anti-oppression To what extent are we advancing equity, diversity and 
inclusion and creating positive systemic change?

TOTAL SCORE

ORING (1-5 )

Scoring: 1 - not at all  • 2 - to minimal extent  •  3 - to some extent  • 4 - ideal extent  •  5 - maximal extent

A score of  24 30: proceeding with this opportunity is recommended. 
A score of 1 -23 30: further discussions on this opportunity should be conducted. 
A score of  17 30: proceeding with this opportunity is not recommended. 
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Anti-oppression

Centre anti-oppression 
principles as the foundation for 
all Task Force initiatives.

i  up and support existing 
work and resources being 
undertaken and developed 
by impacted community 
members. 

Create respectful, 
meaningful, and consensual 
opportunities for homeless 
and otherwise marginalized 
community members to 
lead the Task Force’s work.

Honour di erent 
perspectives in program, 
initiative, advocacy and 
service design. 

Amplify marginalized voices 
in the Task Force’s work 
with agencies 
and service providers.

Leverage Task Force 
members’ positions of 
power to e ect 
tangible change.
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Goals & Objectives
Communication

Increase community 
awareness, trust, and 
recognition of the 
Task Force and its activities.

Develop a comprehensive 
communications 
strategy to facilitate 
meaningful connection 
and engagement among 
task force members, 
partners, and North Shore 
community members. 

Foster a positive and 
engaging online presence 
that reaches diverse 
audiences. 

Capture and share stories to 
engage community 
members and share 
successes.

Increase transparency, 
reporting, and 
accountability on activities 
and priorities.

Maintain a positive and 
engaging presence at 
community events.

Advocacy

Advocate for program and policy 
changes that will address root 
causes of homelessness on the 
North Shore.

Identify and act upon 
opportunities to update 
existing policies and bylaws 
that support meaningful 
change for individuals 
experiencing or at risk of 
homelessness. 

Establish and nurture 
partnerships with local 
and provincial government 
representatives in order to 
advocate for and collaborate 
on systemic changes in the 
housing sector. 

Target collaboration with 
local health authorities, 
school districts, and other key 
partners to explore holistic 
and creative solutions to 
homelessness. 

Create strategic, targeted 
campaigns that mobilize the 
grassroots community and 
relate directly 
to homelessness. 

Work in solidarity with 
frontline communities by 
amplifying their voices in our 
collective networks 
and positions of power. 
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Service Coordination

Act as a community of practice 
that engages in constructive 
collaboration to meet the needs 
of individuals experiencing, and 
at risk of, homelessness.

Identify and provide 
recommendations to 
address gaps in services in 
the community.

Act as a hub and maintain 
a living resource to build 
knowledge of programs, 
services, and activities 
addressing homelessness in 
the community. 

Advocate for changes in 
program delivery among 
Task Force organizations
other local organizations to 
address harm and barriers 
to systemic change.

Take a holistic lens to safety 
and harm reduction to all 
programs and services 
o ered. 

Explore creative models and 
approaches to addressing 
homelessness including 
various housing- rst 
approaches. 

Internal Operations

Invest in streamlined, 
engaged, and coordinated 
Task Force processes and 
operations.

Solidify and maintain 
the terms of reference, 
structure, and objectives 
of the Task Force. 

Grow shared ownership on 
the Task Force for delivery 
of the vision, mission, and 
goals. 

Develop clear and 
consistent methods of 
reporting on Task Force 
impact. 

Host regular development 
opportunities for 
individuals to do 
meaningful learning 
and skill development 
around topics related to 
homelessness. 

Secure consistent and 
su icient coordination and 
operational funding for the 
Task Force. 

Goals & Objectives

Explore creative models and 
approaches to addressing 
homelessness including 
various housing- rst 

ches. 

perational funding for the op
ask Force. Ta

various
approa
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The Task Force is passionate about supporting tangible change for 
community members experiencing and at risk of homelessness. We are 
proud of this collective e ort and will use this guiding document as a 
resource to help steer our direction over the next 10 years. We will leverage 
tools and resources to review progress on these strategic goals and hold 
ourselves accountable for reaching them. 

We look forward to working with the community towards a North Shore 
where everyone has safe, a ordable access to housing options that meet 
their diverse needs and desires.

Conclusion

verage 
and hold 

wards a North Shore 
ousing options that meet 
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1.0 How To Use This Document

the North Shore. It has been prepared to inform the preparation of the 
Task Force’s Homelessness Community Action Strategy, and has been 
designed to be used by a variety of users such as:  

• North Shore Homelessness Task Force and its members;
• 
• North Shore mayors and councils;
• North Shore First Nations;
• North Shore agencies and organizations that do work related to 

housing and homelessness; and
• The wider North Shore community. 

variety of sources including a review of key documents, supplemental 
research, and interviews with key stakeholders. In this way, the report 
brings together the multiplicity of stories and experiences around 

portrayal of the reality of homelessness on the North Shore that is 
grounded in the experiences of impacted community members.

Readers are encouraged to engage with whatever pieces of this 
document resonate and feel useful. The Table of Contents thoroughly 
outlines the topics discussed throughout this document and is numbered 
for easy navigation. This document is designed both to be read from 

Subsections each end with a box outlined in vibrant green that contain 
core ideas. It is hoped that this document acts as a meaningful support to 
the North Shore community as members collectively work to address the 
root causes of homelessness.  
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With funding from the Social Planning and Research Council of BC (SPARC BC) Homelessness Community 
Action Grant, the North Shore Homelessness Task Force (Task Force or NSHTF) is undertaking the work 
to create a new North Shore Homelessness Community Action Strategy (Community Action Strategy) to 
guide their work for the next 10 years. This project includes: 

• This North Shore Situation Analysis Report (December 2021); 
• An engagement process with North Shore community members impacted by, or at risk of, 

homelessness (see Targeted Engagement Summary, October 2021); and 
• 

This Situation Analysis Report (Report) has been developed to provide a holistic, high-level overview of 
the knowledge of the North Shore that the Task Force already has. The Task Force is composed of many 

Task Force in order to make them accessible to all members and to the wider North Shore community. 
This report will also serve as a foundation from which to build the Community Action Strategy.

The scope of this Report and the Community Action Strategy is to guide the Task Force’s work on the 

by members of the Task Force with a focus on key members in relevant service provider positions and 
by the Task Force Steering Committee. The Community Action Strategy is designed on the shared input 
of Task Force members and North Shore community members with lived experience of homelessness 
(as captured in the NSHTF Community Action Strategy Engagement Summary Report) to ensure a 
collaborative community approach moving forward. 

Committee; supplemental research about homelessness on the North Shore and in Canada more 
broadly; meetings with the Task Force and its Steering Committee; and interviews with key Task Force 
members. This process included: 

• An engagement activity at the April 14, 2021 Task Force meeting;
• 7 meetings with the Task Force Steering Committee;
• 5 meetings with the Task Force Coordinator; and 
• 30 interviews with 20 individuals representing the following organizations who provide services to 

homeless individuals: 
  (Squamish) Nation;
 Harvest Project; 
 Hollyburn Family Services;
 North Shore Community Resources (NSCR), Community Housing Action Committee (CHAC); 
 Lookout Housing + Health Society;
 Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA);
 North Shore Crisis Services Society (NSCSS);
 North Shore Neighbourhood House; and
 West Vancouver Shower Program.
 

2.0 Executive Summary 
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The Task Force seeks to provide leadership on the North Shore around homelessness in order 
to meaningfully address its root causes. Currently, it functions as a hub for its wide membership 
by facilitating information sharing, coordination, and collaboration on homelessness, with many 
accomplishments across these activities. 

As the North Shore rises to the challenge of homelessness, there are incredible opportunities to lead 
in this area. One of the most impactful ways to lead in addressing homelessness is to acknowledge, 
welcome, and respect the many ways that homeless community members see the world. The Task Force 
recognizes homelessness as an increasing issue on the North Shore and that existing data, such as that 

Service providers shared that income was the most prominent factor around homelessness on the North 

and results in fewer resources being directed to those in need. 

Trends in the North Shore homeless community include an overrepresentation of racialized community 

English face unique challenges on the North Shore. Disability is a critical intersection with homelessness 
and is an intersection where resources continually fall short of supporting community members. 
People of marginalized genders and sexual identities are more likely to be homeless in ways that are 

intersection of homelessness because it is the two ends of the age continuum, youth and seniors, that 
experience the greatest impacts of homelessness due to unique vulnerabilities. Demographics that are 
largely unrepresented in current conversations of homelessness include youth ageing out of foster care, 
sex workers, and those who have been formerly incarcerated. 

Service providers said that nearly 100% of homeless community members were experiencing, or have 
experienced, trauma, which is greatly linked to substance use and addiction. Those with marginalized 
identities are underrepresented in data and discussion around homelessness, but are overrepresented in 
the homeless population itself, with many homeless community members holding multiple marginalized 
identities. 

Truly addressing root causes of homelessness will require the Task Force to do deeply transformative 
work that centres anti-oppression and prioritizes community members with lived experience; it will 
require brave and innovative action. The Task Force is ready for this transformation and to take a more 
impactful solidarity role in addressing homelessness on the North Shore. 
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Key Takeaways 

This Report explores how the Task Force can expand its worldview, where the Task Force is as an 
organization, and what homelessness currently looks like on the North Shore. There is necessarily a lot of 
information here because homelessness is highly nuanced and experiences of homelessness are unique 
on the North Shore. The key takeaways from this situation analysis of homelessness on the North Shore 
are: 

• Work on homelessness must be relationship-based and centre the most impacted; 
• Work on homelessness must trust the information being shared by the most impacted community 

the experts;
• Work on addressing homelessness must make space for multiple ways of being and knowing, 

as host 
First Nations; 

• The Task Force is in a unique position to follow the leadership of impacted community members and 
to provide coordinated leadership across the various structures to which members belong; 

• Areas of growth as a Task Force include collective advocacy, collective communication, capacity-
building, and anti-oppression; 

• Marginalized community members are underrepresented in data and discussion around 
homelessness, but are overrepresented in the homeless population itself. The North Shore has an 
urgent need for spaces and resources that respond directly and proactively to these demographics; 

• The Task Force must continue to focus on those that are already homeless as well as those who are at 

• All actors on the North Shore (municipalities, First Nations, agencies, organizations, etc.) have a 
complementary set of challenges and strengths which result in collective abundance through creative 
collaboration. 

Each member of the Task Force has a place and a role in this work and together, through these collective 
strengths, the Task Force can deepen coordination and advocacy work around homelessness. With all 
of the strengths, challenges, and perspectives that are surfaced in this Report, The Task Force can move 
forward in new, strategic, and community-led ways that empower and serve the homeless community 
on the North Shore. Next steps will include creating a North Shore Homelessness Community Action Plan 
that translates collective wisdoms from the North Shore community into a highly actionable strategic 
plan, which will be collectively implemented by Task Force members. 
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of homeless community
members were
experiencing, or have
experienced, trauma.

As a Task Force, we are composed of many
different individuals, private organizations, not-
for-profit organizations, as well as public
agencies and institutions. We function as a hub
for our wide membership which facilitates
information sharing, coordination, and
collaboration on homelessness.

Homelessness on the North Shore
2021 Situation Analysis

Nearly

100%

Methods for this Report include a review of key
documents; supplemental research about
homelessness on the North Shore and in Canada
more broadly; meetings with the Task Force and
its Steering Committee; and personal interviews
with key Task Force members.

High median incomes skew what is
considered affordable, leading to
confusion between affordable and
social housing.a

b

Indigenous and other racialized
people

People of marginalized genders

2SLGBTQIA+ people

Farsi-speakers

Those that are low-income or living

below the poverty line

Disabled people/people with

disabilities

Youth

Youth ageing out of foster care

Elders

Sex workers

Substance users

Survivors of all kinds

Formerly incarcerated people

Immigrants and newcomers

Key Demographics:  

a: Metro Vancouver (2019). Metro Vancouver Housing Data Book. http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-
planning/PlanningPublications/MV_Housing_Data_Book.pdf.
b: Interviews conducted with North Shore service providers. 8230



Arab community
members were

1.3x
more likely to experience
homelessness

Latin American
community members were

1.7x
more likely to experience
homelessness

Black community
members were

3.7x
Indigenous community
members were

13.2x

Compared to white community members in Metro Van:

more likely to experience
homelessness

more likely to experience
homelessness

Our work must honour
Skwxwú7mesh
(Squamish), səlil̓ilw̓ətaʔɬ
(Tsleil-Waututh)
worldviews as host
Nations, and must
further welcome
worldviews from the
many other cultures on
the North Shore, such as
other Indigenous
cultures, Farsi-speaking
cultures, Black and
African cultures, Latinx
cultures, and more. This
will build on our capacity
to create and strengthen
relationships with
homeless community
members.  

Service providers
consistently shared
that income and
mental health were
the biggest challenge
that homeless
community
members are facing
on the North Shore.

Demographics that are largely
unrepresented in current conversations of
homelessness include youth ageing out of
foster care, sex workers, and those who
have been formerly incarcerated.

Many services related to addressing
homelessness on the North Shore are
offered solely or primarily in English, which
can be a substantial barrier.

c

d

e

f

c: BC Non-Profit Housing Association (2020). 2020 Homeless Count in Metro Vancouver Final Data Report.
https://www.vancitycommunityfoundation.ca/sites/default/files/uploads/HC2020_FinalReport.pdf
d: Interviews conducted with North Shore service providers.
e: Interviews conducted with North Shore service providers.
f: Interviews conducted with North Shore service providers. 9231



Disability assistance often isn't
enough to cover rent, let alone
utilities, food, and other needs. 

People of marginalized genders
and sexual identities are more
likely to be homeless in ways that
are harder to locate such as couch
surfing, living in their cars, or
sleeping in abandoned homes.

Many are facing a dual crisis
of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the opioid crisis. On
average, illicit drug toxicity
deaths are claiming 170 lives
per month across BC
compared to COVID-19’s
monthly average of 100.  

The North Shore reached
48 illicit drug toxicity
deaths in 2020. By April
2021, the North Shore
reached  

With an average of 5
deaths/month, 
we may reach  

20 deaths. 

60+ deaths. 
by the end of 2021. 

As the North Shore seeks to meaningfully address
homelessness, anti-oppression must be at the centre of
this work.    

g: Interviews conducted with North Shore service providers.
h: Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (2020). Vancouver - Rental Market Statistics Summary by Zone. https://www03.cmhc-
schl.gc.ca/hmip-pimh/en/TableMapChart/Table?
TableId=2.1.31.3&GeographyId=2410&GeographyTypeId=3&DisplayAs=Table&GeograghyName=Vancouver. 
i: Province of British Columbia. On disability assistance. https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/family-social-supports/services-for-
people-with-disabilities/disability-assistance/on-disability-assistance. 
j: Interviews conducted with North Shore service providers. 
k: BC Non-Profit Housing Association (2020). A Pilot Project of the 2020 Homeless Count In Metro Vancouver: 2020 North Shore
Extended Count. https://northshorehomelessness.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/hc2020_finalreport.pdf
l: Vancouver Coastal Health (2021). Decriminalization in Vancouver.  
m: Vancouver Coastal Health (2021). Decriminalization in Vancouver.

h,i

The homeless community on the North Shore is primarily long-term
North Shore residents who are reluctant to leave their home area.j

In the 2020 North Shore Extended Count Pilot, 18%
of those surveyed were under the age of 25 and
25% were over 55.k

l

m

10

g
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Work on homelessness must be relationship-based and centre the
most impacted; 
Work on homelessness must trust the information being shared by
the most impacted community members and take action without
waiting for more data or research first. Community members are the
experts;
Work on addressing homelessness must make space for multiple
ways of being and knowing, especially the ways of being and knowing
that are specific to Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish) and səlil̓ilw̓ətaʔɬ (Tsleil-
Waututh) as host Nations; 
We are in a particularly unique position to follow the leadership of
impacted community members and to provide coordinated
leadership across the various structures to which our members
belong; 
Our areas of growth as a Task Force include collective advocacy,
collective communication, capacity-building, and anti-oppression; 
Marginalized community members are underrepresented in data and
discussion around homelessness, but are over-represented in the
homeless population itself. The North Shore has an urgent need for
spaces and resources that respond directly and proactively to these
demographics; 
We must continue to focus on those that are already homeless as
well as those who are at risk of homelessness so that we can
effectively address root causes of homelessness; and
All actors on the North Shore (municipalities, First Nations, agencies,
organizations, etc.) have a complementary set of challenges and
strengths which result in collective abundance through creative
collaboration. 

Key Takeaways
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4.1 Homelessness in Canada 

Nestled mainly at the base of the North Shore Mountains, the North Shore is a lush, vibrant community 
of people with diverse identities, backgrounds, needs, contributions, and ways of being. With mountains, 
beaches, and forests, it is one of the most beautiful places to live in the world. Approximately 193,000 
people call the North Shore home1, although not all of these people are securely housed. The North 

with a diversity of community members that either do not have access to adequate housing or are at risk 
of losing their housing amidst these challenges.

housing, structural shifts in the economy, and reduced spending on social supports”2. Homelessness 
remains an ongoing issue that has been made increasingly worse by the COVID-19 pandemic, where 

conditions. Many community members have become homeless over the course of the pandemic, further 
facing complex traumas, increased risk of death related to substance use, and the COVID-19 virus. 

A key barrier to addressing homelessness in Canada is that housing is not the responsibility of any 
one level of government but, rather, is a shared responsibility between federal, provincial, and local 
governments. With shared responsibility comes a lack of organizational ownership, where the focus 

government accountable.

Local Government Provincial Government Federal Government 
Adopting growth strategies and plans that 
encourage affordable housing units

Addressing housing affordability through a 
strategic housing action plan 

National Housing Strategy, 10 year commitment 
to reinvest in affordable/social housing

Nurturing a "housing-friendly" regulatory 
environment by allowing secondary suites or 
promoting increased density and options

Regulates real estate development / marketing, 
home warranty insurance, landlord-tenant 
relations, land use planning and development

Partners with the provincial government and 
invests in affordable and social housing

Providing pre-zoned land for development and 
higher-density transit

Provides the legislative framework for strata 
housing and strata developments, invests in 
public transit

Provides funding for affordable housing projects

Offering property tax incentives and targeted 
reductions to build or renovate affordable 
housing

Partners with local governments, non-profit 
agencies and housing stakeholders through BC 
Housing, a crown corporation.

Provides financial assistance through tax credits 
and exemptions

Streamlining development approval processes Funds social housing programs and projects Provides mortgage loan insurance
Maintains the BC Building Code, creating 
efficiencies so that it's easier to approve options 
such as secondary suites

Researches the housing market and related 
topics through the Canada Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation

Develop uniform technical standards that 
simplify building code compliance

Table 1: Roles of Government in Housing3 

1 Statistics Canada. Table 17-10-0142-01  Population estimates, July 1, by census subdivision, 2016 boundaries. https://www150.
statcan.gc.ca/t1/tbl1/en/tv.action?pid=1710014201&utm_source=north%20shore%20news&utm_campaign=north%20shore%20
news&utm_medium=referral. 
2 Stephen Gaetz, Erin Dej, Tim Richter, & Melanie Redman (2016): The State of Homelessness in Canada 2016. Toronto: Canadian 
Observatory on Homelessness Press.https://www.homelesshub.ca/SOHC2016. 

-
able-and-social-housing/role-of-government.

4.0 Context
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provision of emergency services, [which have] prevented meaningful progress”4

action in partnership with one another and with Indigenous governments.

developed by the Canadian Observatory on Homelessness, lists structural factors (ex. economic and 
societal issues), poverty, housing, system failures, personal circumstances and relational problems, and 
domestic violence as causes of homelessness5. For Indigenous people(s) in Canada
 

the unique experience of unresolved trauma extending from colonial land theft, broken treaties and racist 
policies like the Indian Act and the ongoing removal of children from Indigenous families have led to a 
higher rate of homelessness for Indigenous people compared to the overall population6.

its legacy also impacts the current landscape of “economic and societal issues”7 that are pointed to in 
discussions about homelessness. In exploring homelessness on the North Shore in this Report, these 
overarching root causes are important to keep in mind.
 

 Because homelessness isn’t the responsibility of any one level of government, 
 it often falls through the cracks. 

4.2 The Housing Continuum 

these terms. Housing exists on a spectrum between market housing and non-market housing. Market 
housing includes housing that is rented or owned where the price is dictated by the market. Market 

market housing includes many housing options where the price is not dictated by the market. Many 
municipalities have a visual representation of the housing spectrum, or housing continuum, to better 

example that shows the broad distinctions between types of non-market housing. 

When thinking about housing and homelessness, there are many housing or living options that fall 
outside of most housing continuum models and that can be used to support community members that 
are homeless or at risk of homelessness. Some of the housing or living options that are often left out of 
housing continuums include: 

• Living in a vehicle; 
• Living in a trailer or mobile home;
• 
• Living in tents. 

4 Stephen Gaetz, Erin Dej, Tim Richter, & Melanie Redman (2016): The State of Homelessness in Canada 2016. Toronto: Canadian 
Observatory on Homelessness Press.https://www.homelesshub.ca/SOHC2016. 
5 Nick Falvo (2015). Responsibility for Housing. Homeless Hub, Canadian Observatory on Homelessness. https://www.home-
lesshub.ca/blog/responsibility-housing.
6 Katie Hyslop (2017). The Tyee. For Indigenous People, Homelessness Is More Than Lacking a Home. https://thetyee.ca/
News/2017/10/30/Indigenous-Homeless-More-Thank-Lacking-Home/.
7 Nick Falvo (2015). Responsibility for Housing. Homeless Hub, Canadian Observatory on Homelessness. https://www.home-
lesshub.ca/blog/responsibility-housing.
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Figure 1: Overview of the Housing Continuum8

may be living. These methods of living also highlight some of the complex ways that homelessness is 

or tenting where they can, they are not visible the way others in shelters or on streets may be. Most 
individuals likely have homeless community members in their neighbourhoods and social networks.

An important note is that some community members who may be living in options like vehicles and 
trailers may not consider themselves homeless. What is essential to understand about housing is that a 
person’s position can change unexpectedly and often. Many community members that are homeless or 

8 United Way of Olmsted County (2021). Housing Continuum. https://www.uwolmsted.org/research-housing-stability. 
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[t]he term ‘homelessness’ is used to include the absolute homeless and those at risk of becoming 
homeless. The absolute homeless refers to people who are living on the street, including back lanes, 
parks, alcoves, and so on, as well as people who do not have a place of their own and who stay with and 

disabilities who may lose vital services that allow them to maintain their housing and therefore become 
homeless9.

North Shore throughout this Report. The Task Force, along with the entire North Shore, is continuously 
working to address homelessness in adaptive and strategic ways. Throughout this situation analysis of 
homelessness on the North Shore, North Shore municipalities, organizations and agencies that serve 
the North Shore, and all community members of the North Shore are invited to join in ongoing learning 

Nations of the North Shore, on whose lands most North Shore residents are uninvited guests. 

includes the absolute homeless as well as those at risk of homelessness. 

9 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/.

Figure 2: Housing options that address homelessness
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5.0 Worldviews in Approaching Homelessness

As the North Shore rises to the challenge of homelessness, there are incredible opportunities to lead 
in this area. One of the most impactful ways to lead in addressing homelessness is to acknowledge, 
welcome, and respect the many ways that homeless community members see the world. 

Authority (FNHA),  

respectful processes and relationships based on mutual trust. Cultural humility involves humbly 
acknowledging oneself as a learner when it comes to understanding another’s experience10.

Cultural humility in the context of homelessness and data collection around homelessness means 

As a region that exists on the traditional, ancestral, and unsurrendered lands of the , 
, and  First Nations, one of the most key considerations in work around 

homelessness must be centring their sovereignty, worldviews, histories, and protocols. However, much 

colonialism is a “distinct type of colonialism that functions through the replacement of 
[I]ndigenous populations with an invasive settler society that, over time, develops a distinctive identity 
and sovereignty”11. 

This worldview has dictated many of the ways that organizations engage in work around homelessness, 
such as a heavy value on quantitative data. While data can be a very valuable way of understanding 

the worldviews of First Nations may look like is valuing oral stories and histories as equal to statistics in 
information gathering, information sharing, and resulting decision-making.

systems’ approach, which understands that each individual exists in relation to larger contexts such as 
their family, their community, their Nation, all the way out to the cosmos12. A nested systems framework 

homelessness. 

10 College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia. Cultural Safety and Humility Practice Standard: Draft Principles. 

11 Adam Barker and Emma Battell Lowman. Global Social Theory: Settler Colonialism. https://globalsocialtheory.org/concepts/
settler-colonialism/
12 Alderhill Planning Inc. https://www.alderhill.ca. 
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Figure 3: First Nations Health Authority perspective on health and wellness13

shared by the most impacted community members and to take action without waiting for more data or 

approach to homelessness and will help the North Shore municipalities, First Nations, organizations, 

These are broad examples of approaches that can guide the Task Force, municipalities, organizations, 
and agencies to do more meaningful, ethical work on North Shore homelessness and to work in 
respectful partnerships with host First Nations. It is important to emphasize here that relationships 
with host First Nations and respect for their sovereignty must be the foundation of all of the work that 

and protocols of the host First Nations consistently and on their terms. With the understanding of the 
host Nations as the foundation for all work, the approach can then be extended to include worldviews 
from the many other cultures on the North Shore, such as Farsi-speaking cultures, Black and African 
cultures, Latinx cultures, and so on. Intentionally including these diverse worldviews on the North 
Shore will build on the Task Force’s capacity to create and strengthen relationships across the region; 
coordinate information, communication, and advocacy; and ultimately centre the most impacted 
community members. 

Nations must be the foundation for all of the Task Force’s work. Making space for 
more worldviews will strengthen work being done to address homelessness on the 
North Shore. 

13 First Nations Health Authority (2017). First Nations Regional Health Survey Phase 3, BC Provincial Report. https://www.fnha.ca/
Documents/FNHA-First-Nations-Regional-Health-Survey-Phase-3-2015-2017-BC-Provincial-Report.pdf
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6.0 North Shore Homelessness Task Force

 Figure 4: Thematic words from Task Force documents and members

6.1 Approach

organizations, as well as public agencies and institutions. It functions as a hub for a wide membership 
which facilitates information sharing, coordination, and collaboration on homelessness. The Task Force 
seeks to provide leadership on the North Shore around homelessness in order to meaningfully address 
root causes. A question that could helpfully guide the direction of the Task Force moving forward is to 
who are the Task Force providing leadership? 

If the Task Force is seeking to centre the most impacted and most marginalized in their work, it follows 
that the Task Force should take the lead from them as well. Since homelessness is a systemic issue, the 
Task Force is in a particularly unique position to follow the leadership of impacted community members 
and to provide coordinated leadership across the various structures to which members belong. 

As homelessness continues to not only be present, but an increasing reality for many, on the North 
Shore, the Task Force remains a source of task-oriented action on homelessness and related issues. The 
current approach to task-oriented work is two-pronged, as set out in the Task Force’s 2008-2018 Work 
Plan: 

1. Address the root causes of homelessness
2. Establish and maintain a continuum of housing and support services for the homeless14

14 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
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individual failing, which is a prevalent misconception. This prong of the approach seeks to locate systemic 
and structural causes of homelessness and identify strategic ways of addressing them. This is a long, 
complicated journey of work, as the systemic causes of homelessness are deeply embedded in all aspects 

approach of short-, medium-, and long-term pieces of work that further require engaging with systems 
and policy. 

In contrast to this, the second prong of the approach is to establish and maintain a continuum of housing 
and support services for the homeless community on the North Shore. This prong is more immediate, 
emergent and on the ground. This prong can be mobilized one project, one task, and one need at a 

systemic nature of homelessness and seeks to respond to it accordingly, the second prong also seeks to 
address the most immediate circumstances of homelessness by providing immediate relief and support 
to the homeless population on the North Shore. 

Together these two prongs set the Task Force up to work in short-, medium-, and long-term contexts on 
both community and policy levels related to homelessness. 

For more information on the Task Force: 
• A summary of the Task Force can be found in Appendix A; 
• Membership of the Task Force can be found in Appendix B; 
• Short descriptions of the key priorities can be found in Appendix C; and 
• Short descriptions of key initiatives can be found in Appendix D. 

 The Task Force seeks to address root causes of homelessness and support those    
 experiencing homelessness. 

6.2 Value

Task Force members are deeply embedded in the North Shore community and members’ impact has 
been wide-reaching. Members have particular strengths in their relationships and information gathering 
alongside their task-oriented work. Highlights of Task Force members’ projects and contributions include: 

• The Keeping Safe Resource Card;
• The 2016 North Shore Homelessness Data Report;
• The 2020 North Shore Extended Homeless Count; 
• North Shore Homelessness Action Week, including Connect Day;
• Housing-related advocacy, such as for Anavets Senior Housing (City of North Vancouver);
• The establishment of the West Vancouver Shower Program;
• The establishment of the Health Connections Clinic; and 
• The establishment of the Youth Safe House. 

More than anything, the value of the Task Force is that it is more than the sum of its parts. Many 
members hold multiple community-related roles and carry many relationships with them. As a Task 
Force, members pool their positions, relationships, knowledge(s), and resources together to take 
collective action on homelessness in ways that none could do alone. 
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6.3 Areas of Strength and Growth for the Task Force 

“The Task Force has been extremely successful as a coordinated network 
working towards eliminating and preventing homelessness on the North Shore”15. 

Over twenty-three years, the Task Force has continued to grow and develop with the North Shore. In the 
interviews conducted for this Report, the membership was asked about what strengths and value they 
see in the Task Force. Members responded:

    Figure 5: Strengths as a Task Force 

15 North Shore Task Force (2021). North Shore Homelessness Task Force 10 Year Work Plan Review.
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The Task Force has many strengths to ground itself in and to continue to build on. Depending on these 

Figure 6: Areas of growth as a Task Force

A key element for the Task Force to consider as it continues to progress its work is that there is currently 
no lived experience of homelessness in the membership, as the Task Force is primarily an open service 
network16, meaning that it is a team of service providers who gather and collaborate in order to address 
issues relating to homelessness and poverty on the North Shore. This current reality brings both 
opportunities and challenges. 

16 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). About. https://northshorehomelessness.org/about/.
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Opportunities: 
• Quarterly meetings can focus on giving mutual updates, sharing work and initiatives, and coordinating 

of members;  
• 

inventory of decision-making power and resources. Further, members can coordinate these within 
the power structures members have access to; and  

• Opportunities to align and coordinate power structures in solidarity with community members, to 
amplify community members, and to shift power to community members. 

Challenges:  
• Missing practical, on the ground analysis for strategies and decision-making within the Task Force;
• Risk of inequitable work and saviourism; 
• Risk of causing harm to community members, especially those who are multiply marginalized; and 
• Cannot represent community members.

As the Task Force continues to move forward in strategic planning, there are many opportunities to 
use collective strengths, imagine new futures for their work, and embark on an emergent path of bold, 
community-led action on North Shore homelessness. 

 The Task Force can use its many strengths to approach their areas of growth and 
 overcome challenges. 
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the number of homeless people in a community, and those reachable by a homeless count do not 
represent the true diversity of identities and experiences in the homeless population.

compared to 100 in 201717

212 individuals across both accounts, duplicate records accounted for”18, adding 91 unique individuals 

For example, the 2016 North Shore Homelessness Services Use Data Report, which recorded homeless 
community members accessing services over the course of the year, found that 736 unique individuals 
were homeless at some point in 201619. This account is likely the most accurate estimation of homeless 
community members on the North Shore from 2016, and this number has very likely increased between 
2016 and 2021. 

The scale of individuals experiencing homelessness can be set against the current inventory of existing 
housing supports on the North Shore. Table 2 shows options available regularly to anyone (dark blue), 
temporarily/in emergency to anyone (light blue), to youth (green), to seniors (yellow), to women (pink), 
and for mental health and recovery options (orange).

Emergency Shelters
(nightly accommodation)

Transitional Housing 
(time limited accommodation)

Supportive Recovery Housing 

North Shore Shelter 
(45 beds, co-ed)

North Shore Housing Centre 
(25 studios)

Dovercourt Group Home 
(20 beds, addiction recovery) 

COVID/Temporary Shelter 
(24 rooms)

SAGE Transition House 
(18 beds, women)

North Shore Men's Recovery 
House
(9 beds, addiction recovery)

Seasonal Emergency Weather 
Response (20 mats, co-ed)

SAGE Second Stage Transition 
(6 beds) 

North Shore Women's Recovery 
House (9 beds, addiction 
recovery)

Youth Safe House (4 beds) HOPE's Second Stage Transition 
(2 units)

CMHA Group Homes (6 homes)

Seniors' Safe House (5 beds) Youth Transition Houses x 4 
(12 beds) 

Mental Health Emergency 
(VCH House)

Table 2: North Shore Inventory of Emergency and Transitional Housing20

-

19 North Shore Homelessness Task Force. (2017). North Shore Homelessness 2016 Services Use Data Report. https://northshore-

20 City of North Vancouver, District of North Vancouver, and District of West Vancouver (2021). North Shore Inventory of Emer-
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Additional community-based programs and services that are available across the housing continuum 
include:

• Outreach: Canadian Mental Health Association, Hollyburn Family Services, Lookout Health + Housing 
Society, North Shore Crisis Services Society, and faith-based organizations 

• Hotlines for distress, safety, and health
• Addiction recovery 
• Community Psychiatric Services 
• Seniors One Stop 
• Meal programs 
• Food Banks 
• Harvest Project rent bank 
• Drop-in hygiene programs 
• Vancouver Coastal Health Connections Clinic 
• Household goods

This inventory of resources is a living collection and is expected to change over time21. 

Knowing that there are likely far more homeless community members on the North Shore than any 

the number of beds/units listed here are not enough to meet current and growing needs. These 
supports provide some relief to community members facing homelessness but, as stated in the 2016 
State of Homelessness in Canada Report, these supports do not meaningfully address homelessness22. 
Compounding the shortage of emergency shelter/transitional beds available to serve community 

which means that many homeless individuals are unable to move on to stable housing from emergency 
accommodation.

of queer and trans individuals, Indigenous individuals, and other marginalized community members. 

as well as long wait times. 

As the Task Force continues to work on homelessness on the North Shore, it is important to keep in mind 
the limitations of data and current emergency-based supports. As it is recognized that homelessness is 
as an urgent and ever increasing issue on the North Shore, in BC, in Canada, and around the world, it 
must also be recognized that quantitative data from homelessness counts does not provide a reliable 
understanding of homelessness and its root causes. In addition to the information that homeless counts 
tell us, more substantive questions for the the Task Force to ask are: 

• How are community members experiencing homelessness on the North Shore? 
• What makes the North Shore unique in its landscape related to homelessness? 
• How can the Task Force create tangible change in the community for those experiencing 

homelessness on the North Shore? 

gency and Transitional Housing.
21 City of North Vancouver, District of North Vancouver, and District of West Vancouver (2021). North Shore Inventory of Emer-
gency and Transitional Housing.
22 Stephen Gaetz, Erin Dej, Tim Richter, & Melanie Redman (2016): The State of Homelessness in Canada 2016. Toronto: Canadi-
an Observatory on Homelessness Press.https://www.homelesshub.ca/SOHC2016.
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7.1 Who Is Counted on the North Shore? 

Myth:

Fact: the majority of homeless community members on the North Shore are not easily 

Homelessness manifests in an endless number of ways, making quantitative data collection around 

the survey. 

Between the 2020 Metro Vancouver Homelessness Count and the 2020 North Shore Extended Count 

scale of under count evident with point-in-time approaches.

homeless count will never be able to accurately portray the homeless population of a community due to 
a range of factors.

Community members that are likely to be missed in the homeless count include: 
• those that either refuse or remain out of the way during the count; 
• those tenting in wooded areas, unlikely to be noticed; 
• those living in their vehicles; 
• 
• 
• those that are homeless in other ways that a homeless count has no way of reaching; 
• 

housing continuum; and
• and those that are at risk of homelessness. 

In a 2014 press release, Manager of the North Shore Lookout Society, Linda Fox, shared that “[a] lot of 
23. This hidden nature 

of many homeless community members is particularly prevalent on the North Shore, with many service 
providers speaking to the discrepancy between those that are counted in the homelessness count and 
those who access services, knowing that there are also many others who are homeless and who are not 
accessing services in trackable ways. 

This invisibility of many homeless community members is an element that many service providers 
pointed to as being unique in the North Shore’s homelessness situation, saying that homelessness is 
more visible in other communities across Metro Vancouver. While there may not be a way to account for 
all of the community members that are missed in homeless counts, it is valuable for the Task Force to 
know and recognize the invisible nature of homelessness on the North Shore so that they may strategize 
accordingly. 

In addition to the invisibility of homelessness on the North Shore, another consideration in who is being 
counted is the type of questions being asked around information gathering. As discussed above, it is 

23 Jane Seyd (2014). Homeless count wraps up, North Shore News. https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/homeless-count-wraps-
up-2973185.
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representation in homelessness work. Building on the knowledge that there are many ways of being 

considered who is more likely to be visible to methods like homeless counts along identity lines, and who 
is not. 

homeless community members. There are a number of factors that contribute to this, the main one 
being that the ways in which people are homeless are heavily gendered, meaning that community 

marginalized genders like women and non-binary people are more likely to have robust strategies 
that make them less visible and they are more likely to be homeless in ways that are not reachable by 

Further, when seeking to represent a diverse community, it is important for the questions to be asked 
in the right ways. The 2020 Metro Vancouver Homeless Count Final Data Report stated that 73% of 

and gender identity24

2020 survey means that the data that was collected on sex and gender is unreliable.  

Finally, when considering who is being counted, it is important to recognize all of the questions 
not being asked and who is being missed because of the questions that are not being asked. There 
are many marginalized groups that are underrepresented or not represented at all in discussions 
around homelessness. The following sections focus on providing more insight into those who are 
underrepresented and/or often not represented in conversations of homelessness.

methods of knowing in order to better represent the landscape of homelessness on the North Shore. 

 The Task Force can strengthen its approach to addressing homelessness by 
 recognizing existing data as imperfect and combining it with other sources of 
 information like lived experience from community members. 

7.2 Income

Metro Vancouver is an expensive region in which to live and it carries a myth that all those who live in 

incomes from 2016 were $67,199 in the City of North Vancouver, $89,808 in the District of West 
Vancouver, and $103,981 in the District of North Vancouver, respectively25. These incomes compare with 
the regional median household income of $72,58526.  

household spends no more than 30% of their gross household income on shelter costs (rent, mortgage 

-

25 Metro Vancouver (2019). Metro Vancouver Housing Data Book. http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/
PlanningPublications/MV_Housing_Data_Book.pdf.
26 Metro Vancouver (2019). Metro Vancouver Housing Data Book. http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/
PlanningPublications/MV_Housing_Data_Book.pdf.
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payments, property taxes, strata fees, and heating costs)27. There is a particular income disparity between 

renter and owner household incomes is dramatic. Due to the much higher median income for owner 
households, owners can spend nearly double what a renter household on a median income could spend 

Table 3: 2019 Metro Vancouver Housing Data Book, North Shore Median Incomes28

-
able-housing-in-canada.
28 Metro Vancouver (2019). Metro Vancouver Housing Data Book. http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/
PlanningPublications/MV_Housing_Data_Book.pdf

Municipality Median 
Annual 
Income - All 
Households

Median 
Annual 
Income - 
Owners

Median 
Annual 
Income - 
Renters

Owner

Monthly 
Housing Costs 
(30% Income)

Renter 

Monthly 
Housing Costs
(30% Income)

City of North 
Vancouver 

$66,966 $85,991 $50,398 $2,150 $1,260

District of West 
Vancouver 

$90,016 $112,697 $48,392 $2,817 $1,210

District 
of North 
Vancouver 

$103,889 $119,465 $59,344 $2,987 $1,484

Bowen Island $88,540 $97,444 $56,791 $2,436 $1,420

Vancouver $65,423 $88,427 $50, 251 $2,211 $1,256

Burnaby $64,899 $80,492 $45,839 $2.012 $1,146

Lions Bay $119,507 $130,839 $73,116 $3,271 $1,828

Metro 
Vancouver 

$72,585 $90,278 $48,959 $2,257 $1,224
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Despite the comparatively high median income on the North Shore, 16.4% of North Shore household 
incomes are under $30,000 per year; 6% of North Shore residents are unemployed; 14.4%, or 9,790 
households, on the North Shore are in core housing need; and 4,905 households are spending at least 
half of their income on housing costs29. 

unattached individuals”30

the need to not only respond to community members currently experiencing homelessness but also to 
meaningfully focus on the large subset of community members that are at risk of becoming homeless. 
Based on interviews with service providers, there is a large base of residents on the North Shore who are, 
at best, one paycheque away from being unable to make rent, while many are even more precarious and 
need to utilize rent banks in order to keep their housing.

From speaking to North Shore service providers, housing prices are the single highest factor that 
contributes to homelessness, as incomes have not kept up with the costs of housing or living. Service 

Shore, where many parents depend on school to help facilitate their work-parent balancing. Service 
providers shared that mothers are particularly impacted and that many begin to access services when 

each year. This is a reminder of how precarious many community members are, where it is easy to lose 
housing and security but hard to gain them back. 

 Disparity between income and housing costs is the highest factor of homelessness 
 on the North Shore. This means that poverty is strongly related to homelessness.  

7.3 Inequality on the North Shore

 Myth: most of the homeless population are people who have come from other places 

 Fact: the majority of the homeless population on the North Shore are long-term 
 community members that have become homeless and are reluctant to leave their home 
 community

North Shore is home to residents from upper-, middle-, and lower-income statuses, as well as home to 
many living below the poverty line.

29 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2016). Housing Vulnerable Populations on the North Shore: An Inventory and Gap 
Analysis Summary. 
30 Metro Vancouver (2019). Metro Vancouver Housing Data Book. http://www.metrovancouver.org/services/regional-planning/
PlanningPublications/MV_Housing_Data_Book.pdf
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Shore are from somewhere else. The truth, however, is that the homeless population on the North 
Shore is composed primarily of long-term North Shore residents who are reluctant to leave their home 
area, with a minority of residents from other areas as well as newcomers. This myth likely exists partially 
due to fear that many carry about becoming homeless themselves; it is much easier to believe that the 
homeless people in their communities are from somewhere else and that they are homeless as a result 
of their own shortcomings, rather than to face how easily anyone can become homeless. 

Most importantly in conversations relating to breakdowns of demographics within the North Shore 
homeless population, it is crucial to centre that all community members experiencing homelessness 
deserve dignity, respect, supports, and services regardless of how long they have been on the North 

of homelessness. 
 

are often met with opposition from local residents and businesses. Community members and service 
providers have shared that they witness resistance to change on the North Shore, where housing 
possibilities are dreamed of and proposed but many community members fear the changes proposed 
and prevent housing solutions from being implemented. 

Additionally, residents with the most resources may be the loudest with the most access to the channels 
that make their voices heard, such as the time to speak at city council meetings. City council meetings are 
already inaccessible and unsafe environments for many marginalized community members because of 

increase the lack of safety that people feel at council meetings. 

that distracts from the work of creating either housing option on the North Shore. Even when housing 
options are available, many residents in supportive housing face social barriers related to attitudes and 
stigma. In the example of a female-focused housing development on the North Shore, residents shared 

that they didn’t want their children to play with theirs in the park.

supports and services. Communities like Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside (DTES) are well-known 
homeless communities where the community takes up noticeable space (ex. tent cities), is quite visible, 
and organizes in unique ways. This visibility results in these communities receiving more attention and 
resources to support them. There is a feeling that when someone needs help in the DTES, they can get 
it because there are many services available and a strong network of community members and service 
providers. 

members at various levels of homelessness and results in fewer resources. This lack of visibility is 
often translated into policy and practice. The high visibility of homelessness in the DTES has ensured 
more public support, advocacy, and funds to services for that community. In contrast, the invisibility of 
homelessness on the North Shore creates a lack of awareness of its prevalence to both the public and 
decision-makers. This ultimately leads to many homeless community members interacting with police 
and/or emergency services in ways that are negative for them. 

 enough resources are allocated to support homeless community members.
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7.4 Race & Ethnicity 

community members experiencing homelessness and risk of homelessness. Race and ethnicity are 
distinct but deeply connected concepts. Race is a broad category based primarily on physical features, 
but may not accurately represent a person’s full experience. Ethnicity is a more nuanced category of 

with ethnicity in service design can further impact an individual by preventing them from accessing 
appropriate services. 

found in many other contexts such as language, culture, religion, and much more. Most housing and 
homelessness data either describe race or nothing at all. 

While incomplete, data from the homeless count can still be used for a high-level understanding. From 
the 2020 Metro Vancouver Homelessness Count, it was found that of those that participated in the count:

           Figure 7: Metro Vancouver homeless count racial data31

-
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A full breakdown of racial identity can be found in the 2020 Metro Vancouver Homelessness Count in 

were Indigenous32. Service providers shared that they have many Indigenous women as clients who are 

North Shore. Service providers shared further that when Indigenous and other racialized clients have 
sought out services on the North Shore, many were met with racism, prejudice, and victim-blaming. This 
has led many Indigenous and other racialized community members that are experiencing homelessness 
or at risk of homelessness to avoid services, for fear of further harm at the times when they most need 
support. 

The 2020 North Shore Extended Count Pilot only gathered racial data on Indigenous identities, 
however, from perspectives shared by service providers, the racial data from the 2020 Metro Vancouver 
Homelessness Count can provide a relevant working understanding of how racialized community 
members are disproportionately impacted by homelessness. 

With service providers indicating that many North Shore community organizations are governed by 
majority-white boards, there is important lived experience missing from the governance and decision-
making tables that seek to serve largely racialized communities. While conversations about homelessness 
on the North Shore may often reference race and racialized community members, these community 
members are also likely connected to one or more ethnicities or cultures. As the Task Force works to 
address root causes of homelessness on the North Shore, it is important to make space for racialized 
community members to self-identify and to make space for the many worldviews present on the North 
Shore. 

 Racialized community members are overrepresented in the Metro Vancouver 
 homeless population and they face racism when attempting to access services. 

7.5 Language

English, which can be a substantial barrier to those seeking supports. One service provider shared that 

to navigate multiple English questions and prompts before an alternative language is available to them, 
preventing them from successfully navigating services. They went on to share that the North Shore has 
a strong Farsi-speaking community and that Farsi-speaking community members are disproportionately 
impacted by homelessness and unique challenges. 

As will be discussed below, service providers shared that many of their clients are seniors. Seniors are 

newcomers. This compounds the barriers that seniors face when attempting to access services. 

at the point of entry. Homelessness is often caused by, and causes trauma for, those experiencing it and 

an additional language or do not speak English.
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 solely or primarily in English, which can be a substantial barrier. 

7.6 Faith-Based Communities

Hinduism, Sikhism, Christianity, and more, with gathering spaces such as mosques, temples, and 
churches for community members33. Although not included in data, Indigenous spiritualities are 
also practiced on the North Shore. Work on homelessness is a common value for many faith-based 

faith-based communities. 

Faith-based services can also create barriers, however, for those who do not follow that same faith or 
who do not follow any faith. An example of this is Christianity’s role in the Indian Residential School 
system, the trauma from which has resulted in homelessness for many Indigenous people34. Another 
example is that some faith-based organizations actively lobby against queer and trans rights. As a 
result, faith-based organizations are not safe and accessible for many homeless community members, 
particularly knowing that many homeless community members have multiple marginalized identities. 

Overall, faith-based spaces can be great sources of support and community members should have 
access to faith-based supports that are appropriate for them. Alongside faith-based supports, it is crucial 

ensure faith-based organizations who wish to join the Task Force share its principles of supporting the 
safety and wellbeing of all homeless community members. 

 All services and resources need to have secular options. 

7.7 Newcomers

While the majority of homeless folks on the North Shore are long-time community members, service 
providers have shared that newcomers to Canada face a lot of hidden challenges, and when newcomers 

needs. 

Although being a newcomer and experiencing language barriers are not mutually inclusive, many 
newcomers are unable to access services due to cultural and language barriers. Newcomers may need 
information and access to relationships in their languages, culturally appropriate support and housing, 
support getting their accreditations recognized, or support adjusting to their new environment. For some, 
being a newcomer intersects with language barriers as well as marginalized racial and/or ethnic identities 
which results in compounded barriers to stability and support. 

33 Statistics Canada (2011). Metro Vancouver Population by Religion, 2011 National Household Survey. http://www.metrovancou-
ver.org/services/regional-planning/PlanningPublications/PopulationbyReligionNHS2011.pdf. 
34 Katie Hyslop (2017). The Tyee. For Indigenous People, Homelessness Is More Than Lacking a Home. https://thetyee.ca/
News/2017/10/30/Indigenous-Homeless-More-Thank-Lacking-Home/.
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Further, newcomers may be missing the relationships and social networks that many residents depend 
on in their everyday lives. These relationships are often what community members depend on if they are 

their couch or acting as a translator. Relationships help community members resist becoming homeless 
and also help minimize negative impacts of being homeless. If newcomers are lacking relationships and 
social networks they are at a greater risk of homelessness. 

 Newcomers face unique barriers and need supports that meet their unique needs. 

7.8 Gender & Sexuality

 
 Myth: Cisgender men make up the majority of homeless individuals

 Fact: 

 genders, such as women and non-binary people, face higher rates of homelessness 
 but are less visible.

35 (sexual identities were not recorded). Service providers have 
shared that homeless people of marginalized genders and sexual identities are much harder to locate for 
a variety of reasons, such as their unique coping and survival strategies. Further, people of marginalized 
genders and sexual identities have unique experiences of homelessness.

Further, domestic and sexual violence can itself result in a community member becoming homeless. 

people may turn to substance use to cope with their trauma, which may ultimately lead to job loss and 
homelessness. An important intersection here is that many 2SLGBTQIA+ youth become homeless due 

can and do face domestic and sexual violence, the rates are very low for them, as opposed to those of 
marginalized genders. 

Because people of marginalized genders and sexual identities are at greater risk of violence, they are 

sleeping in abandoned homes. A service provider shared a story that in 2017, many of the women they 
were serving were sleeping in their cars behind their organization’s building. 

 People of marginalized genders and sexualities have unique coping skills when 
 homeless which make them less visible.
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7.9 Domestic and Sexual Violence 

experience homelessness, those of marginalized genders and sexualities are also far more likely to face 

Therefore, the Task Force must continue to ensure these identities are included and their stories are not 
erased.

Due to factors like income disparities, many women and other marginalized genders, as well as disabled 

up increased possibilities for domestic abuse. This has been a particular danger in the COVID-19 

or current cohabitants and landlords, whether these are the situations that they are initially leaving or 
that they are coming into as they attempt to leave a worse situation.  

One service provider shared a recent story of a client who has been continually running from their 

many marginalized community members have much higher support needs, such as for mental health, 
and are solely looking for a sense of safety. 

 Domestic violence is often a cause of homelessness, particularly for marginalized    
 community members.

7.10 Disability 

Disability is a key intersection with homelessness and is where resources continually fall short of 
supporting community members. The 2020 Metro Vancouver Homeless Count Final Data Report stated 
that 87% of respondents “indicated that they were experiencing at least one health condition”, with many 
indicating multiple conditions36. 

Service gaps for disabled community members often come from highly inequitable bureaucratic systems 

them from accessing necessary assistance and services. In May 2021, the rate of disability assistance 
for an individual is $1,358.42 per month or $1,694.08 for a single parent with a child37. For a single adult 
living alone, this amount is already low for the monthly cost of living anywhere in BC but is particularly 
impossible to live on in the North Shore housing landscape. Based on 2020 CMHC data, average rents 
on the North Shore were $1,548.00 in the City of North Vancouver; $1,958.00 in the District of North 
Vancouver; and $1,998.00 in the District of West Vancouver38. 

-

37 Province of British Columbia. On disability assistance. https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/family-social-supports/ser-
vices-for-people-with-disabilities/disability-assistance/on-disability-assistance.
38 Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (2020). Vancouver - Rental Market Statistics Summary by Zone. https://
www03.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/hmip-pimh/en/TableMapChart/Table?TableId=2.1.31.3&GeographyId=2410&GeographyTypeId=3&-
DisplayAs=Table&GeograghyName=Vancouver. 
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Based on these averages, a single person on disability assistance wouldn’t be able to cover the price of 
rent alone, not to mention other living expenses such as utilities, groceries, and the costs of raising a 
child if they are a parent. This results often in the entirety of people’s disability assistance money going 

To further complicate things, those on disability assistance often lose their assistance if they get married 

they can earn alongside their disability assistance amount without forfeiting a portion of their earnings. 
Rather than creating a necessary baseline and a safety net for disabled community members, the 
restrictions around disability assistance actively keep disabled community members in poverty without 
options to increase their standard of living in ways that are accessible to them. 

Service gaps also occur due to widespread misunderstandings of disability and what community 
members need. A lack of understanding around the wide diversity of bodies and minds in the community 

environmental structures as disabling. Disability is a critical intersection with homelessness and it is 
important to centre the autonomy, dignity and safety of disabled community members in responses to 
homelessness. 

 Disability is a critical intersection with homelessness and it is important to centre 
 the autonomy, dignity and safety of disabled community members in responses to   
 homelessness. 

7.11 Trauma and Mental Health

The majority of homeless community members on the North Shore carry trauma, which may have 
been experienced before becoming homeless; in their experience of becoming homeless; or during 
their experience of being homeless. A useful lens for understanding trauma, particularly in relation to 
homelessness, is that trauma itself is an entirely reasonable response to a traumatic event, but often 
continues long after that initial event has ended. Further, if trauma is ongoing, as it often is for homeless 
community members, the trauma becomes compounded, where there is no sense of safety rebuilt and 
no time for recovery from one trauma before experiencing another. 

When considering how trauma shows up in homeless communities, service providers said that nearly 
100% of homeless community members were experiencing, or have experienced, trauma. Service 
providers consistently shared that mental health, more broadly, is the biggest challenge that homeless 
community members are facing on the North Shore, emphasizing that mental health was a particular 
concern for community members with multiple marginalized identities. While service providers are 
working to connect homeless community members with mental health supports, the waitlists and wait 

An important distinction to make here is that many people may need mental health supports of various 
kinds throughout their lifetimes, but those that are middle- or upper-income and securely housed are 

to control most of their immediate environments and circumstances. In contrast to this, lower income 
levels are directly related to material crises, such as eviction, where mental health is greatly impacted by 
the lack of control over environment and circumstance39. Because homeless and precarious community 
members’ mental health needs are usually in relation to tangible, immediate challenges that are time-

-
ing. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1467-6427.12293
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sensitive and require immediate support, months of wait time and supports that do not address material 

Nearly 100% of homeless community members face issues around trauma and 
mental health. 

7.12 Substance Use and Addictions

Myth: Substance use is a personal shortcoming and a root cause of how people become 
homeless

Fact: Substance use may be present for community members before, during, and after    
experiencing homelessness, but there are many complex reasons for substance use, 
such as trauma

Due to high rates of trauma that many homeless community members experience, substance use and 
addictions are prevalent elements for homeless folks, as they already are in the entire North Shore 
community. Although diverse experiences of substance use and addiction are widely present on the 
North Shore and beyond, substance use and addictions are a unique challenge to homeless community 
members due to their decreased access to resources and supports, resulting in greater risk of overdose 
and other health risks, particularly in the ongoing opioid crisis. 

Based on a Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH) presentation on drug decriminalization, illicit drug toxicity 
deaths have continued to climb across BC, reaching 680 in April 2021, as opposed to 390 in April 2020. 

Figure 8: Illicit Drug Toxicity Deaths in BC, 2011-202140

40 Vancouver Coastal Health (2021). Decriminalization in Vancouver. 
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To further illustrate, the province’s number of 680 illicit drug toxicity deaths occurred from January to 
June 2021 (4 months)41 while 2,092 COVID-19 deaths were recorded in BC from March 2020 to November 
2021 (21 months)42. As a monthly average, illicit drug toxicity deaths are claiming 170 lives per month 

members are living within dual crises of the COVID-19 pandemic and the opioid crisis, where many health 
and safety issues like domestic violence and substance use have spiked because of the pandemic.

     Figure 9: B.C. Total COVID-19 deaths as of October 21, 202143

drug toxicity deaths had already been reached, compared to a total of 48 for the entire year of 202044. 

that the North Shore may reach 60+ deaths by the end of 2021. It is important to note that these deaths 
outlined by VCH are for illicit drug toxicity deaths, meaning that the substances attributed to death are 
illegal drugs and do not include any deaths caused by legal substances. On the North Shore, service 

in particular, with great resistance to speak about their experience. 

Figure 10: Illicit Drug Toxicity Death Rates by Health Services Delivery Area, 2011-202145

41 Vancouver Coastal Health (2021). Decriminalization in Vancouver. 
42 BC Centre for Disease Control (2021). BCCDC Data Summary 21 October 2021. http://www.bccdc.ca/Health-Info-Site/Docu-
ments/COVID_sitrep/2021-10-21-Data-Summary.pdf
43 BC Centre for Disease Control (2021). BCCDC Data Summary 21 October 2021. http://www.bccdc.ca/Health-Info-Site/Docu-
ments/COVID_sitrep/2021-10-21-Data-Summary.pdf. 
44 Vancouver Coastal Health (2021). Decriminalization in Vancouver.
45 Vancouver Coastal Health (2021). Decriminalization in Vancouver. 
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Understanding the increased rates of trauma that homeless community members face and that 
substance use is highly linked to trauma remains crucial for addressing homelessness. Service providers 
shared that substance use is a central element that they are noticing in their community work and that 
the North Shore does not have adequate supports for substance use and addictions. 

 
 Substance use is highly connected to trauma, both of which are highly prevalent in 
 the homeless community.  

7.13 Age

Myth: Most homeless individuals are middle-aged people

Fact: Service providers shared that many of their clients are over the age of 55, with many 
youth under 25 also accessing services

Age is an interesting intersection with homelessness because it is the two ends of the age continuum, 
youth and seniors, that experience the greatest impacts of homelessness due to unique vulnerabilities. 
There are many misconceptions around the age of homeless people, especially on the North Shore 

seniors are assumed to be comfortably retired. It is estimated, however, that there are currently 1,620 
households (33%) that have a household maintainer that is 65 years or older, the highest in the lower 
mainland46. At the same time, service providers have shared that both youth and seniors are strongly 
represented in their client bases; in the 2020 North Shore Extended Count Pilot, “18% [of those surveyed] 
were under the age of 25, [and] 25% were over 55”47. 

When speaking about impacts, service providers have shared a number of anonymous stories from 

price of the renovated or new unit. Through these processes, many seniors end up homeless. Another 
common myth is that experiencing abuse somehow ends at a certain age. Many seniors, particularly 
women, become homeless after experiencing abuse. In one instance shared by a service provider, a 
woman over 66 years of age was assaulted in a way that has physically prevented her from working since. 
A 2014 press release quotes Linda Fox, saying that those “who provide services to the homeless say the 

are upwards of 80 years old’”48. The press release goes on to state that “there are also a growing number 
of families and children who are homeless”49. Since 2014, service providers on the North Shore have 
continued to share that numbers of senior community members becoming homeless is increasing and 
that youth are greatly impacted by homelessness but are often less visible. 

46 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). Housing Vulnerable Populations on the North Shore: An Inventory and Gap 

48 Jane Seyd (2014). Homeless count wraps up, North Shore News. https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/homeless-count-wraps-
up-2973185. 
49 Jane Seyd (2014). Homeless count wraps up, North Shore News. https://www.nsnews.com/local-news/homeless-count-wraps-
up-2973185. 
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 Both ends of the age spectrum, youth and seniors, are highly impacted by 
 homelessness. 
 

7.14 Demographics Not Represented

As has been said above, data related to housing and homelessness depends greatly on the questions 
being asked. All of the experiences and demographics raised so far are included in various data sources 
around homelessness or are central to how service providers describe the community. The wisdom from 
data and service providers is expansive, but still leaves several marginalized experiences unaccounted 
for. One experience that has been raised in one conversational interview with a service provider is the 
increased barriers held by formerly incarcerated individuals. In the 2020 Metro Vancouver Homelessness 
Count, the reason that 107 individuals experienced homelessness is recorded as “[i]ncarceration (jail or 
prison)”50, primarily because formerly incarcerated people are not well supported in their transition back 
to housing and regaining stability.

A second experience that is largely unaccounted for in North Shore strategies is youth ageing out of 
foster care. Where many families continue to support their children well beyond the age of 18, the hard 

precarious or dangerous positions51. This demographic often faces uniquely compounding oppressions, 
as many youth in care are Indigenous and traumatized from being removed from their families and 
cultures52. Understanding that the foster care system itself is often perceived as a form of violence and 
that Indigenous children and families are disproportionately impacted, youth ageing out of care are a 
very important demographic to centre in work on homelessness.

Finally, sex workers are largely missing from conversations of homelessness on the North Shore. It is 

(Providing Alternatives Counselling and Education) Society Vancouver were not interviewed as part of 

Shore seeking supports and services that are not present there. From these preliminary conversations, 
there are sex workers on the North Shore who are not able to access all of the services they need 
in their community. For those that are also homeless or at risk of becoming homeless, the lack of 

that centres the most marginalized must ensure that there are pathways of support for sex workers 
experiencing homelessness or risk of homelessness.

 Formerly incarcerated people, youth ageing out of foster care, and sex workers need 
 to be included in conversations around homelessness. 

-

51 Stephen Gaetz (2013). 27. Ending Youth Homelessness in Canada is Possible: The Role of Prevention. In Gaetz, Stephen 

Practice (pp. 469-497). Canadian Observatory On Homelessness. 
52 Homeless Hub (2021). Foster Care. Homeless Hub, Canadian Observatory on Homelessness. https://www.homelesshub.ca/
about-homelessness/legal-justice-issues/foster-care. 
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7.15 Meeting the Community’s Needs

The marginalized identities explored above are underrepresented in data and discussion around 
homelessness, but are overrepresented in the homeless population itself, with many homeless 
community members holding multiple marginalized identities. The main need that emerges out of these 
patterns is that the North Shore has an urgent need for spaces and resources that respond directly and 
proactively to these demographics. Examples of what this may look like are an Indigenous-only crisis 
centre as well as deep policy review and extensive anti-oppression training for all organizations that work 
with the North Shore homeless communities.      

    Figure 11: Key demographics of homelessness on the North Shore

With these dynamic experiences and identities of the North Shore in mind, anti-oppression work is at 
the core of meeting the community’s needs. Anti-oppression, put simply, is the active opposition to 
oppression. Intersectional anti-racist and New York Times best-selling author Ijeoma Oluo shares that 
“[t]he beauty of anti-racism is that you don’t have to pretend to be free of racism to be an anti-racist. Anti-

forward”53

The Task Force is made up of many unique organizations, who have all evidenced a commitment to 
addressing the root causes of homelessness and providing support services for the homeless by joining 
the Task Force. However, to put anti-oppression work at the core of meeting community needs, and to be 
able to respond directly and proactively to meeting the needs of all demographics within the homeless 

53 Ijeoma Oluo [@IjeomaOuoa] (2019, July 14). Twitter. https://twitter.com/ijeomaoluo/status/1150565193832943617?lang=en.
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community, member organizations will also need to acknowledge that they carry legacies of harm 
towards marginalized community members and take active steps to reduce harmful practices where 
these exist.

Service providers shared broadly that community members seeking various supports on the North 
Shore are often met by other service providers with racism, victim-blaming, and other discrimination 
when trying to access supports. As the North Shore seeks to meaningfully address homelessness, 
anti-oppression must be at the centre of this work to repair and prevent violence against marginalized 
community members.

 As the North Shore seeks to meaningfully address homelessness, anti-oppression 
 must be at the centre of this work to repair and prevent violence against 
 marginalized community members.

7.16 North Shore Municipalities

The North Shore is unique because it is made up of three municipalities which each have its own identity 

freely between them for their living, working, and social needs. For example, Lonsdale Quay (CNV), 
Edgemont Village (DNV), and Ambleside Beach and Park (DWV) are all places that many community 
members go to frequently regardless of which municipality they are currently living in. 

This mobility is shared across all classes of the North Shore. North Shore community members that are 
homeless or at risk of homelessness move freely between the municipalities based both on resources 
like various free meals and the West Vancouver shower program, as well as the places that they would 
like to be. Because many homeless folks on the North Shore are long-time community members, they 
share the collective sense of home that many North Shore residents feel and like to spend time at places 
of meaning for them. 

The City of North Vancouver is the densest and most urban municipality, with Lower Lonsdale booming 
with waterfront public space, shops, breweries, and other attractions. The District of North Vancouver 
is felt to be more of an urban/nature hybrid, where community members identify strongly with the 
mountains and other natural features like Lynn Creek Canyon. Finally, the District of West Vancouver 
has a calm, garden community feel to it, with an ageing population that likes to stay engaged and 

homelessness (Appendix E). 

The City of North Vancouver is proactive in their intentions to provide more housing, but the 

and homelessness. Finally, the District of West Vancouver is unique in that residents are resistant to 
higher density projects and in favour of prioritizing neighbourhood character, and that this has worked 

apartment buildings from decades like the 1960s have been maintained and do not come with the 
added costs that new developments require. From comparing the housing goals and objectives for 
each municipality, which can be found in Appendix E, it is clear that the municipalities have largely 
complementary challenges and strengths between them, with an abundance of options in how they 
move forward together to address homelessness. 
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When asked about challenges that the North Shore homeless community face, many service providers 
shared that resources and supports were spread out over the North Shore and that homeless community 

departments, two police forces, one paramedic service (provincial), and homeless community members 

issues related to homelessness and how.

All three municipalities have expressed clear priority around coordinating action on homelessness. From 
motions passed at each of the three municipalities, they formed the North Shore Homelessness Action 
Initiative (NSHAI), which is a “cross-jurisdictional committee created to enhance coordination across the 
North Shore with the goal of preventing and alleviating homelessness in [their] communities”54. 

The NSHAI is composed of the Mayors from each of the North Shore municipalities, a Council member 
from each  and  Nations, the Vancouver Coastal Health Board Chair, the BC 
Housing Board Chair, and Provincial and Federal elected Members of Parliament and the Legislative 
Assembly55 56, the NSHAI will work to address homelessness 
holistically across the North Shore.

This body is unique in that it includes Canadian municipal, provincial, federal governments as well as 
the governments of two First Nations. Having provincial and federal elected representatives included 
in the NSHAI is key to ensuring not only cross-jurisdictional collaboration across the three North Shore 

unique strengths-based approach to homelessness, where each level of government has particular 
resources and power to contribute. As this work progresses, there may be future opportunities for 
dynamic relationships between the Task Force and the North Shore municipalities where the community-
based nature of the Task Force can greatly complement government-level work.

More about the NSHAI can be found in Appendix F. 

 Collaboration between all levels of government and First Nations is needed to 
 meaningfully address homelessness. 

 

54 City of North Vancouver (2021). North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/north-shore-homelessness-action-initiative.
55 City of North Vancouver (2021). North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/north-shore-homelessness-action-initiative. 
56 City of North Vancouver (2021). North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/north-shore-homelessness-action-initiative.
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7.17 North Shore First Nations 

The North Shore, since time immemorial, has been the traditional, ancestral, and unsurrendered 
territories of the  and  First Nations. First Nations have planned their 
communities also since time immemorial, including what is now called housing. Both  and 

 First Nations prioritize housing because many of their members are unable to live in their 

is centred on this core value of bringing their people home to live57. 

Both  and 

crisis outreach, rent subsidies, and resource sharing.  and  First Nations have 
deep knowledges, innovation, and leadership around community and homelessness. Just as the three 
North Shore Municipalities complement each others’ strengths and weaknesses to create an ultimate 
abundance, this abundance can be further strengthened by looking to  and  
First Nations for their expertise while sharing support and resources in reciprocity. 

 First Nations have been planning their communities since time immemorial and they   
 should be looked to as leaders in addressing homelessness. 

 Nation (2020). Squamish Nation Housing Report 2020. https://www.squamish.net/hiyam-hous-
ing-society/
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This report has explored how the Task Force can expand its worldview, where the Task Force is as an 
organization, and what homelessness currently looks like on the North Shore. There is necessarily a lot of 
information here because homelessness is highly nuanced and experiences of homelessness are unique 
on the North Shore. The key takeaways from this situation analysis of homelessness on the North Shore 
are:

• Work on homelessness must be relationship-based and centre the most impacted; 
• Work on homelessness must trust the information being shared by the most impacted community 

the experts;
• Work on addressing homelessness must make space for multiple ways of being and knowing, 

as host 
First Nations; 

• The Task Force is in a unique position to follow the leadership of impacted community members and 
to provide coordinated leadership across the various structures to which members belong; 

• Areas of growth as a Task Force include collective advocacy, collective communication, capacity-
building, and anti-oppression; 

• Marginalized community members are underrepresented in data and discussion around 
homelessness, but are over-represented in the homeless population itself. The North Shore has an 
urgent need for spaces and resources that respond directly and proactively to these demographics; 

• The Task Force must continue to focus on those that are already homeless as well as those who are at 

• All actors on the North Shore (municipalities, First Nations, agencies, organizations, etc.) have a 
complementary set of challenges and strengths which result in collective abundance through creative 
collaboration. 

Each member of the Task Force has a place and a role in this work and together, through these collective 
strengths, the Task Force can deepen coordination and advocacy work around homelessness. With all 
of the strengths, challenges, and perspectives that are surfaced in this Report, The Task Force can move 
forward in new, strategic, and community-led ways that empower and serve the homeless community 
on the North Shore. Next steps will include creating a North Shore Homelessness Community Action Plan 
that translates collective wisdoms from the North Shore community into a highly actionable strategic 
plan, which will be collectively implemented by Task Force members.

8.0 Key Takeaways
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APPENDIX A: North Shore Homelessness Task Force Summary

its vision of a North Shore without homelessness”58. Membership of the the Task Force is voluntary and 
open: 

supports the North Shore Homelessness Action Plan, and is committed to working collaboratively and 
actively to address the issue of homelessness on the North Shore”59. 

With such a wide membership of individuals, organizations, and institutions, spanning the three North 
Shore Municipalities, the Task Force is unique in its ability to coordinate “partnership-based approach[es] 

1. To serve as the one North Shore wide entity whose focus is homelessness on the North Shore
2. To provide collaborative leadership in relationship to homelessness and to advocate and lobby for the 

homeless on the North Shore
3. To pool the resources, expertise, and knowledge of all those who wish to play a role in addressing 

homelessness on the North Shore
4. To develop, adopt, implement, monitor, maintain, and promote a long term North Shore 

Homelessness Work Plan
5. To identify and prioritize program and service gaps for the homeless people on the North Shore and 

6. To develop and maintain networking and a communication system among members of the Task 
Force and others to take advantage, in a timely manner, of funding, policy, and other opportunities 
that arise that can assist the homeless on the North Shore, and to collectively address cuts to or 
deterioration of existing programs and services for the homeless people on the North Shore

7. To collect, house, generate, share, and disseminate information and statistics on homelessness on 
the North Shore

8. To educate and engage the public, politicians, all levels of government, and the North Shore 
community in general on all aspects of and issues related to homelessness on the North Shore

9. To work in collaboration with other homelessness initiatives in the Lower Mainland and elsewhere, 
and liaise with other related initiatives, that have an impact on homelessness on the North Shore

10. To seek endorsement of and administrative and operating resources and funding from its members, 
private and public institutions, levels of government, and other appropriate sources on the North 
Shore and elsewhere60

58 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
59 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
60 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
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Appendix B: Membership List of the North Shore Homelessness Task Force 

Canadian Mental Health Association
Capilano Church
Capilano University
City of North Vancouver
District of North Vancouver
District of West Vancouver
Dundarave Festival of Lights
Family Services of the North Shore
Harvest Project
Hollyburn Family Services Society
John Braithwaite Community Centre
Lionsview Seniors’ Planning Society
Lookout Housing + Health Society 
North Lonsdale United Church
North Shore Alliance Church
North Shore Community Resources, Community Housing Action Committee
North Shore Crisis Services Society
North Shore Disability Resource Centre Association
North Shore Neighbourhood House
North Shore Table Matters 
North Shore Women’s Centre
North Vancouver City Library 
North Vancouver Recreation and Culture Commission
Parkgate Community Services Society
Quest Food Exchange 
RainCity Housing and Support Society 
RCMP - North Vancouver 
Salvation Army - North Vancouver
Sharing Abundance
Squamish ( ) Nation 
St. Andrew’s United Church
Tsleil-Waututh ( First Nation
Turning Point Recovery Society 
Vancouver Coastal Health
Vancouver Coastal Health, Health Connection Clinic 
West Vancouver Police Department 
West Vancouver United Church
Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA)
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APPENDIX C: North Shore Homelessness Task Force 2008-2018 Work Plan Key 
Priority Summaries

Maintaining linkages to related initiatives and work
As an organization with a wide membership that is primarily task-oriented, coordination and relationship-
building are central for the Task Force because “homelessness is a multi-jurisdictional and multi-
modal issue requiring a coordinated response”61. The linkages that the Task Force are focused on 
“homelessness-related committees and initiatives underway in other municipalities in Metro Vancouver”, 
BC, and beyond, as well as with homeless-related organizations and agencies in the North Shore 
community that share goals with the Task Force62. 

Gathering of information and evidence
Alongside the coordination of individuals, organizations, and institutions, the Task Force acts as a hub of 
information by coordinating information and evidence gathering, synthesizing resources, and housing 
information related to homelessness. This work has prioritized the ongoing search for best practices 
in addressing homelessness, recording trends and patterns, as well as recording, recognizing, and 
celebrating any successes in addressing homelessness. 

Establishing and maintaining a communications strategy

Task Force has prioritized strong communication between its members as well as the larger community, 
including those experiencing homelessness. 

Advocating for a continuum of housing
With the above coordination-oriented pieces of work, the Task Force also has three advocacy-oriented 

Force because “without housing, homelessness will never end”63. This work has focused on supporting 
a central housing board, increasing rental stock, and amplifying recommendations such as those found 
in the Housing Sub Committee of Vancouver Coastal Health’s Mental Health and Addiction Operational 
Review. 

Advocating for a continuum of support services
While homelessness cannot be addressed without housing, housing stock on its own is not enough 

homelessness. To complement access to housing, the Task Force also advocates for support services 
around mental health, addictions, health service, integrated case management, food security, and more, 
based on the needs of the community. 

Advocating for adequate income levels and employment training
Finally, the Task Force advocates for adequate income and employment training programs, in order to 
complement housing stock and support services so that individuals are able to sustain a good standard 
of living. 

61 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
62 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://northshore-
homelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
63 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2008). The Road Home: NSHTF 10 Year Work Plan 2008 to 2018. https://
northshorehomelessness.org/about/10-year-work-plan/
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APPENDIX D: Summaries of Key North Shore Homelessness Task Force 
Initiatives

Connect Day: a day within Homelessness Action Week that features a number of services for the North 
Shore homeless community, “such as free on-the-spot medical services; housing and employment 
outreach; haircuts”; a thanksgiving lunch; and more64.  

Dundarave Festival of Lights: on Saturdays leading up to Christmas, “a full day of concerts is presented 

community together, and raise funds for Lookout’s North Shore Housing Centre transitional housing”65.

Friendly Soccer Drop-In: Salvation Army and Lookout Society have hosted drop-in soccer games that 
invite all homeless and at-risk people to play and share food afterwards66.

Homeless Action Week: “is an annual event that focuses on bringing public awareness and 
understanding to the issue of homelessness in the Metro Vancouver region. During HAW the public is 
invited to participate in events across the region. On the North Shore, it is coordinated by the North 
Shore Homelessness Task Force in partnership with Vancouver Coastal Health, local municipalities, and 
many community organizations and churches. During the week, a variety of events geared towards 
homeless and marginalized populations are hosted”67.  

Keeping Safe Resource Card: “every year the North Shore Homelessness Task Force puts out our 
Keeping Safe Resource Card to help spread the word about the services available on the North Shore for 
those in need”68. 

64 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). Homelessness Action Week & Connect Day 2015! https://
northshorehomelessness.org/2015/09/20/homelessness-action-week-connect-day-2015/
65 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). Dundarave Festival of Lights – Support North Shore Transitional Housing. 
https://northshorehomelessness.org/2013/11/29/dundarave-festival-of-lights-support-north-shore-transitional-housing/
66 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). Salvation Army & Lookout Society Host Friendly Drop-in Soccer – March 22. 
https://northshorehomelessness.org/2014/03/17/salvation-army-lookout-society-host-friendly-drop-in-soccer-march-22/
67 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). Homelessness Action Week. https://northshorehomelessness.org/community/
homelessness-action-week/
68 North Shore Homelessness Task Force (2021). Keeping Safe Resource Cardhttps://northshorehomelessness.org/help-for-
homeless/resources/keeping-safe-resource-card/
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which are all accompanied by a more detailed housing strategy. In relation to housing, cities are able to 
regulate the location, type, amount, and density of housing in ways that adhere to their OCPs. 

only on elements like location, type, amount, and density of housing but also who they are prioritizing 

centred by the North Shore municipalities in their strategies.

CNV69 DNV70 DWV71

Moderate income earners Low- and moderate-income 
earners

Low- and moderate-income 
families 

Families Young families 

Seniors Seniors Seniors 

At-risk youth and adults Young adults and students 

Community members who 
are disabled/have a disabil-
ity

Community members who 
are disabled/have a disabil-
ity

Persons Experiencing 
Homelessness or At-Risk of 
Homelessness

At risk 

Table i: Demographics targeted in North Shore OCPs and Housing Strategies 

The core demographics that the North Shore municipalities are centring in their housing strategies are 
seniors; families; low- and moderate-income earners; youth and young adults; community members 
who are disabled/have a disability; and those at risk of or experiencing homelessness. Based on 
interviews with community organizations, the demographics that are missing from the North Shore 
housing strategies are Indigenous community members; women; LGBTQIA2S+ community members; 
Farsi-speakers; immigrants and newcomers; substance users; and community members that have been 
formerly incarcerated. In addition to these key demographics that community organizations spoke to 
serving, an important subset of youth that often intersects with Indigenous and LGBTQIA2s+ identities is 
youth aging out of the foster care system. 

69 City of North Vancouver (2016). City of North Vancouver Housing Action Plan. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/housing-action-plan

20180509.pdf 
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Goals 

Each municipality has outlined housing goals and objectives in their OCP and housing strategy. Goals 
are the highest-level things that each municipality is seeking to accomplish in housing, which are broken 
down into smaller, more concrete and actionable objectives. Goals are useful for guiding high-level 
direction of housing. The housing goals for each municipality are found in the table below. 

CNV72 DNV73 DWV74

Goal 1: To increase the 
diversity of housing to meet 
the needs of various house-
hold types and income
levels;

Goal 1: Expand the supply 
and diversity of housing;

Goal 1: Regenerate our pri-
marily detached, single-fam-
ily home oriented neigh-
bourhoods with sensitive 

-
er houses on smaller lots, 
coach houses and duplexes;

Goal 2: To address the cur-
rent local rental housing
shortfall and meet anticipat-
ed rental demand in
the future;

Goal 2: Expand the supply 
-

able housing;

Goal 2: Expand “missing 
middle” housing options, 
like triplex, townhouse and 
mixed-use, in locations 
close to transit, shops, and 
amenities;

Goal 3: To support low-in-
come households and
those with unique needs to 

accessible, and suitable 
housing;

Goal 3: Encourage the main-
tenance and retention of 

Goal 3: Respect our neigh-
bourhood character and 
encourage long-term pro-
tection of valued heritage 
properties with stronger 
incentives;

Goal 4: To raise awareness 
and increase support for
actions that improve hous-
ing options; and
availability, including 
through proactive City
initiatives and policies;

Goal 4: Enable the replace-
ment of existing rental 
housing with conditions;

Goal 4: Strengthen our 
centres and key corridors 
through local area plans, 
with separate, detailed 
and collaborative planning 
processes to determine 

-
jectives and suitable built-
form, heights and densities; 
and

72 City of North Vancouver (2016). City of North Vancouver Housing Action Plan. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/housing-action-plan

20180509.pdf 
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Goal 5: To build partner-
ships with and capacity of 

organizations, community 
partners, the
development sector, and 
housing stakeholders
to collectively respond to 
housing issues in the
City of North Vancouver; 
and,

Goal 5: Minimize impacts to 
tenants; and

Goal 5: Advance housing 

and sustainability through 
available policy levers.

Goal 6: To advocate to 
senior levels of government 
for
increased funding and sup-
port for housing,
in recognition of adequate 
housing being a
fundamental right of all 
citizens.

Goal 6: Partner with other 
agencies to help deliver 

Table ii: North Shore Municipality Housing Goals 

Themes in North Shore housing goals include creating a diversity of housing, maintaining and  increasing 

organizations and higher levels of government. 
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Objectives 

The housing goals above are further broken down into smaller, more tangible action items. Objectives 
are usually further broken down into even smaller action items like policies, but to keep this analysis 
high-level, only objectives will be outlined below. 

CNV75 DNV76 DWV77

Objective 1: To create 
“shovel ready” projects to 
leverage current senior 
government funding oppor-
tunities to
facilitate new non-market 
housing;

Objective 1: Focus on the 
needs of low and low to 
moderate income earning 
households that are most 
likely to face challenges in 

Objective 1: Amend neigh-
bourhood subdivision 
standards (including con-

applications) to enable the 
development of smaller 
houses on smaller lots in 
existing detached residen-
tial areas;

Objective 2: To support the 
funding of and utilization 

Housing Reserve Fund
-

able housing projects, 
initiatives, and research to 
advance housing diversity 

Objective 2: Consider the 
housing needs of lower in-
come families as a key area 
of focus;

Objective 2: Update zoning 
provisions (including con-

applications) to increase the 
supply of coach houses (“de-
tached secondary suites”) in 
existing detached residen-
tial areas;

Objective 3: To enable 

moderate income renters;

Objective 3: Seek to ad-
dress the housing needs 
of lower income seniors, 
students, persons with 
disabilities and vulnerable 
populations at risk of being 
homeless, as well.

Objective 3: Expand oppor-
tunities for duplex housing;

Objective 4: To increase the 
number of three or more 
bedroom units appropriate 
for larger and/or extended
families within new multi-
unit residential develop-
ments;

Objective 4: The 10 year 
(2016 – 2026) estimated de-

units in the District is 600 
-1,000 units.

Objective 4: Increase “miss-
ing middle” housing op-
tions with ground-oriented 
multi-family on appropriate 
sites along the Marine Drive 
Transit Corridor;

75 City of North Vancouver (2016). City of North Vancouver Housing Action Plan. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/housing-action-plan

20180509.pdf 
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Objective 5: To increase 
rental options in lower den-
sity areas to support renters 
and provide homeowners
with additional rental in-
come, while retaining neigh-
bourhood scale and charac-
ter;

Objective 5: Establish rental 
-

able rental units at the time 
of rezoning and through a 
signed Housing Agreement;

Objective 5: Encourage 
mixed-use and live-work 
development on existing 
commercial use and marine 
commercial sites District- 
wide;

Objective 6: To increase the 
diversity of homeownership 
options in lower density 
neighbourhoods;

Objective 6: Use the estab-

Criteria, as updated on an 
annual basis, to guide the 

-
ity levels;

Objective 6: Prioritize com-
munity use and/or housing 
objectives when considering 
redevelopment proposals of 
institutional, public assem-
bly or community use sites 
District-wide that provide 
an existing community or 
public use function;

Objective 7: To preserve 
and enhance the existing 
non-market housing stock 

housing
operators to remain viable 
upon expiry of their operat-
ing agreements with senior 
levels of government;

Objective 7: Include pro-
visions in the Housing 

that existing and potential 
renters are income tested 

units are provided to low 
and low-moderate income 
earners;

Objective 7: Consider 
proposals within neigh-

zoning changes that are 
not otherwise supported by 
policies in this plan only in 
limited circumstances;

Objective 8: To increase 
accessibility in the City’s 
ground-oriented housing 
stock;

Objective 8: Continue to 
encourage diversity and 
increase the supply of 
housing in town and village 
centres in accordance with 
OCP and centre implemen-
tation plan policies;

Objective 8: Ensure that 
new single-family dwellings 
respect neighbourhood 
character;

Objective 9: To encourage 
residential development in 
close proximity to public 
transit, in addition to
promoting overall house-

-
inating vehicle-related ex-
penses on City households;

Objective 9: Expand the 
-

able housing in a manner 
that is consistent with the 
OCP, and enables low and 
moderate income house-
holds to access transit and 
community services, retail 
and employment within 
walking distance from their 
homes.

Objective 9: Protect build-
ings, structures and land-
scapes on the District’s 
Heritage Register;
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Objective 10: To foster 
relationship building with 
organizations of various sec-
tors to collectively facilitate 
and
implement the initiatives 
and actions of the Housing 
Action Plan;

Objective 10: Encourage 
development applicants to 
demonstrate how the pro-
posed project will support 

-
ing in the District, where 
feasible;

Objective 10: Support the 
Lower Caufeild Heritage 
Conservation Area by re-
viewing proposals against 
neighbourhood built-form 
guidelines;

Objective 11: To generate 
investment in and support 

from senior levels of gov-
ernment.

Objective 11: Ensure that 
new rental includes a range 
of units, (i.e. number of 
bedrooms) to suit the needs 
of families and other house-
holds;

Objective 11: Support the 
small island character of 
Eagle Island by prohibit-
ing continuing subdivision 
and attached or detached 
secondary suites (i.e., base-
ment suites or coach hous-
es);

Objective 12: Negotiate for 

land (typically for larger 
projects), a cash-in-lieu 
contribution (typically for 
smaller projects) towards 

combination thereof, at the 
time of rezoning, and on a 
case-by-case;

Objective 12: Implement 
the Marine Drive Local Area 
Plan (estimated 500 - 750 
housing units);

Objective 13: Consider 
opportunities for density/
height bonus zoning, on a 
case-by-case basis, to facili-

housing;

Objective 13: Create capac-
ity for an estimated 1,700 – 
2,100 net new housing units 
through local area plans;

Objective 14: Consider 
opportunities, on a case-
by-case basis, to incentivise 

-
ing with parking reductions 
in key centres and along the 
frequent transit network, 
and in consideration of 
applicable centres plans and 
transportation policies;

Objective 14: Prepare local 
area plans;

Objective 15: Continue to 
apply the strata rental pro-
tection policy recognizing 
that strata rental provides 
an important source of mar-
ket rental housing;

Objective 15: Prior to the 
adoption of a local area 
plan, consider proposals 
within the local area plan 
boundary;
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Objective 16: Encourage 
the maintenance of purpose 
built rental to the end of its 
economic life, and ensure 
the appropriate enforce-
ment of the Standards of 
Maintenance Bylaw in con-
sideration of other applica-
ble policies;

Objective 16: Support 
existing purpose-built rental 
housing stock and renter 
households;

Objective 17: Prioritize the 
maintenance, restoration 
and retention of purpose 
built rental subject to an 
objective assessment of the 
building condition, and in 
consideration of applicable 
centres plans objectives and 
policies;

Objective 17: Secure new 
purpose-built market and 
non-market rental, seniors 
and supportive housing 
units in appropriate loca-
tions close to transit and 
amenities;

Objective 18: Consider the 
replacement of existing 
rental, on a case-by-case 
basis, and subject to nego-
tiation of the replacement 

number of bedrooms and 

units, or some combination 
-

able housing needs of fami-
lies and other households;

Objective 18: Update and 
periodically review the 
District’s housing action 
plan to monitor local market 
conditions, respond to com-
munity housing priorities 

household demographics, 
and update housing strate-
gies as needed;

Objective 19: Work with 
land owners and developers 
to explore a phased ap-
proach to development to 
minimize impacts to existing 
tenants, where feasible;

Objective 19: Work with 

and senior levels of govern-
ment in the maintenance of 
existing and creation of new 
non-market rental, seniors 
or supportive housing, 
particularly in areas close to 
transit service;

Objective 20: Apply a Res-
idential Tenant Relocation 
Assistance Policy to encour-
age development propo-

tenants in their search for 
new housing;

Objective 20: Ensure that 
new multi-family multifam-
ily and mixed-use housing 
development meets the 
community’s needs; 
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Objective 21: Seek opportu-
nities to partner with com-
munity stakeholders and 
senior government towards  

-
ing goals; 

Objective 21: Use surplus 
District-owned lands to 
increase the availability of 

housing;

Objective 22: Explore op-
portunities to utilize District 
owned land subject to con-
sideration of, but not limit-
ed to: proximity to frequent 
transit network; access to 
community services and 
employment; availability of 
external funding and part-
nerships; alignment with 
OCP, centres implementa-
tion plans and other appli-
cable municipal policies; 

Objective 22: Create new 
regulations prior to 2022 
that replace expiring Land 
Use Contracts, meet com-
munity housing needs, and 
respond to neighbourhood 
context and character;

Objective 23: Establish a 
reporting framework to rou-
tinely monitor appropriate 

not limited to the number 
of units and bedrooms, 

units, by project and by 
area;

Objective 23: Review regu-
lations to promote advance 
climate adaptation mea-
sures in new housing and 
site design.

Objective 24: Report on 
these metrics for each 
applicable residential devel-
opment application and on 
a consolidated, annual basis 
and compare to projected 
demand estimates;

Objective 25: Consider the 
allocation of Community 
Amenity Contribution funds 

case-by-case basis, and sub-
ject to consideration of the 
District’s long-term funding 
strategy.

Table iii: North Shore Municipality Housing Objectives 

As can be seen in the longer list of objectives from the municipalities, even largely aligned goals can 

further broken down into policies, are some of the many ways that the North Shore municipalities are 
responding to housing and homelessness.
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Appendix F: North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative

All three municipalities have expressed clear priority around housing and homelessness. On June 22, 
2020, the Mayor and Council of the City of North Vancouver passed a Notice of Motion on June 22, 2020 

and strategies to: 

• prevent homelessness
• serve the people who are currently homeless
• create pathways out of homelessness

The District of North Vancouver and the District of West Vancouver passed similar motions in the 
summer/fall of 2020. This created the North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative (NSHAI), which is a 
“cross-jurisdictional committee created to enhance coordination across the North Shore with the goal of 
preventing and alleviating homelessness in our communities”78

to: 

• Review and consider community needs related to homelessness
• Inventory opportunities and current actions to address homelessness
• Develop a list of priority actions and specify the role of partners in achieving those actions
• Explore alternative options for delivering coordinated services and supports
• Report back on the outcomes of the NSHAI
• Launch a coordinated and ongoing communications and advocacy strategy79 

78 City of North Vancouver (2021). North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/north-shore-homelessness-action-initiative. 
79 City of North Vancouver (2021). North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative. https://www.cnv.org/city-services/plan-
ning-and-policies/housing/north-shore-homelessness-action-initiative. 
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North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative (NSHAI)
Inventory of Opportunities and Current Actions to Address Homelessness (Draft – June 2021)

A. Steering Bodies and Networks M = one municipality, FN = First Nations, NS = Multiple North Shore Communities, MV = Metro, BC = Province, F = Federal

Focus / Scope Name Lead Organization Partners Jurisdictional or Level of Actions Status / Timeframe Comments
M FN NS MV BC F

1 Addictions 
and Substance 
Use

North Shore Substance Abuse 
Standing Committee

District of North Vancouver 
(administrative)

City of North Vancouver, District 
of North Vancouver, District of 
West Vancouver, LB, BI, Tseil-
Waututh Nation, Squamish 
Nation, RCMP, WVP, School 
District 44 & 45, Vancouver 
Coastal Health 

Ongoing
Quarterly

Supports community organizations to reduce the impact and 
incidence of substance abuse
https://www.dnv.org/sites/default/files/edocs/SAWG-Terms-of-
reference.pdf

2 Social Issues Regional Planning and Advisory 
Committee on Social Issues

Metro Vancouver Member municipalities Ongoing
Quarterly

Regional meetings of municipal social planners 

3 Homelessness Squamish Nation Streamline 
Meeting

Squamish Nation Ongoing
Monthly

Interdepartmental staff meeting to talk about Nation members 
at high risk of homelessness

4 Homelessness North Shore Homelessness Task 
Force 

City of North Vancouver, District 
of North Vancouver, District of 
West Vancouver, Vancouver 
Coastal Health, Community 
organizations

Ongoing Vancouver Coastal Health is the current chair. District of North 
Vancouver funds a part-time co-ordinator

5 Homelessness 
and Patient 
Discharging

Patient Discharge Working Meetings Squamish Nation
Tsleil-Waututh Nation

Vancouver Coastal Health Ongoing Quarterly Squamish Nation and Tseil-Waututh Nation meet with Vancouver 
Coastal Health on the patient discharge events that lead to 
homelessness

6 Encampments North Shore Homeless Encampment 
Strategy Group

CMHA, Lookout Housing Society, 
City of North Vancouver, District 
of North Vancouver, District of 
West Vancouver, RCMP

Ongoing
(as needed)

Involves multiple municipal departments (e.g. Fire, Bylaws, 
Parks). Requires resource to coordinate

7 Affordable 
Housing

Community Housing Action
Committee (CHAC)

North Shore Community 
Resources Society

Individual community services 
organizations

Ongoing CHAC’s mandate is affordable housing actions
CHACTermsofReferenc.pdf (nscr.ca)
Affordable Housing Registry.March2021.xlsx (nscr.ca)

8 Rental, Social, 
and 
Affordable 
Housing

District of North Vancouver Rental, 
Social, and Affordable Housing Task 
Force

District of North Vancouver 2019- 2021 District of North Vancouver appointed Task Force of community 
and agency representatives
Rental, Social and Affordable Housing Task Force | District of 
North Vancouver (dnv.org)

9 Social Issues Inter-Agency Network North Shore Community 
Resources Society

Individual community services 
organizations

Ongoing Alliance of community services organizations
NSCR - About us

10 Housing and 
Homelessness

Balanced Housing Lab City of North Vancouver District of West Vancouver, 
Squamish Nation, 
BC Housing, 
School District 44, UBC

Ongoing
2019-2021 Term

Balanced Housing Lab (cnv.org)

11 Youth Youth Urgent Response Team 
(YURT)

Foundry North Shore Society Ongoing North Shore - Foundry - Where wellness takes shape 
(foundrybc.ca)
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North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative (NSHAI)
Inventory of Opportunities and Current Actions to Address Homelessness (Draft – June 2021)

B. Plans and Strategies M = one municipality, FN = First Nations, NS = Multiple North Shore Communities, MV = Metro, BC = Province, F = Federal

Focus / Scope Name Lead Organization Partners Jurisdictional or Level of Actions Status / Timeframe Comments
M FN NS MV BC F

1 Homelessness North Vancouver Municipal 
Homeless Protocols

City of North Vancouver, District 
of North Vancouver, District of 
West Vancouver, North Shore 
Homelessness Task Force

Created in 2014 to provide a consistent and coordinate approach 
to homelessness on public propety

2 Localized 
Poverty 
Reduction

North Shore Poverty Reduction  
Planning and Action Program

City of North Vancouver,
District of North Vancouver,
District of West Vancouver

In progress $75,000 awarded by UBCM in May 2021
Stream 2 funding for Poverty Reduction Action anticipated for 
2022

3 Housing and 
Homelessness

Housing Action Plan (2016) City of North Vancouver Ongoing Municipal housing strategy
4 Housing Action Plan (2012) District of West Vancouver Ongoing Municipal housing strategy
5 Rental and Affordable Housing 

Strategy (2016)
District of North Vancouver Approved

underway
Municipal housing strategy

6 Targeted OCP Review and Action 
Plan

District of North Vancouver In progress Housing White Paper published in 2020, Action Plan anticipated 
for 2021

7 Homelessness North Shore Homelessness 
Community Action Strategy

North Shore Homelessness 
Task Force

City of North Vancouver, District 
of North Vancouver, District of 
West Vancouver, Vancouver 
Coastal Health, BC Housing

In progress Received $25,000 Homelessness Community Action Grant from 
Province (through SPARC BC). Money held at DNV.

8 Homeless Count in Metro Vancouver
2020 North Shore Extended 
Homeless Count (Pilot)

BC Non-Profit Housing 
Association

VanCity, Lu’ma Native Housing 
Society 

Complete
/Ongoing

Commenced in 2002 and conducted every three years
2020 Public Report released Nov 26, 2020

9 Tenant 
Support

Tenant Relocation Assistance Policy District of North Vancouver Approved Council approved amended policy May 31, 2021
10 City of North Vancouver

11 Non-Market 
Housing

Below Market Rental in New Market 
Rental Development Policy

City of North Vancouver Approved

12 Lease of CNV-owned lands for non-
market development

City of North Vancouver In progress RFP is currently underway

13 Assess use of District land for 
affordable housing

District of North Vancouver Rental and Affordable Housing Strategy, OCP and Council 
Directions 2019-2022 https://www.dnv.org/council-directions-
2019-2022

14 Encampments Hoarding Response Vancouver Coastal Health
RCMP
District of North Vancouver
City of North Vancouver

New/Emerging City of North Vancouver created Hoarding Fact Sheet. 
Intention is to model the Hoarding Action Response Team
(Vancouver)
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North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative (NSHAI)
Inventory of Opportunities and Current Actions to Address Homelessness (Draft – June 2021)

C. Housing and Facilities M = one municipality, FN = First Nations, NS = Multiple North Shore Communities, MV = Metro, BC = Province, F = Federal

Focus / Scope Name Lead Organization Partners Jurisdictional or Level of Actions Status / Timeframe Comments
M FN NS MV BC F

1 Homelessness North Shore Shelter 
(705 West 2nd Street)

Lookout Housing and Health 
Society

City of North Vancouver Annual 
Funding

Ongoing 40 beds
Free access to internet, wash/dryer, clean changes of clothes, 
shower facilities

2 Lookout Housing Centre Transitional 
Housing (705 West 2nd Street)

Lookout Housing and Health 
Society

City of North Vancouver Annual 
Funding

25 bachelors and wraparound services Tenant Support Workers 
(TSW) develop a case plan with residents: anxiety, trauma, 
mental health, addiction, chronic diseases.  

3 Extreme Weather Response (EWR) 
emergency shelter

Lookout Housing and Health 
Society

City of North Vancouver Annual 
Funding

20 mats available in extreme weather event (as per advisory 
orders)

4 North Shore Neighbourhood House 
Site Project (225 East 2nd Street)

North Shore Neighbourhood 
House

Future facility Project will include affordable housing plus new facility for NSNH

5 COVID-19 Self-Isolation Shelter  
(confidential address)

BC Housing Lookout Housing and Health 
Society

Ongoing 20 rooms for COVID-19 response
Location is to be kept confidential as per non-disclosure:  
https://www.bchousing.org/COVID-19/community-sites

6 Single Women 
and Women 
with Children

SAGE Transition House
(confidential address)

North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Transitional house for women with children fleeing abuse
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)

7 SAGE Second Stage House
(confidential address)

North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Transitional house for women with children fleeing abuse
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)

8 HOPE’s Place Second Stage 
Transition House
(confidential address)

North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Transition house for women/children
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)

9 Youth (up to 
age 24)

North Shore Youth Safe House
(confidential address)

Hollyburn Family Services 
Society

Ongoing Capacity is 4
Youth Safe House - Hollyburn Family Services Society (hollyburn-
society.ca)

10 Youth Transition House (Girls) Hollyburn Family Services Ongoing Capacity is 3 girls
11 Youth Transition House (Boys) Hollyburn Family Services Ongoing Capacity is 3 boys
12 Life Success Transition House

(Homeless youth aged 18-24)
Hollyburn Family Services Ongoing Capacity is 4

Housing with wraparound Life Success Program including 
Transition Support Workers (TSW) who help foster social 
belonging/competencies & wellbeing

13 Seniors Seniors Safe House
(confidential address)

Hollyburn Family Services Ongoing Youth Safe House - Hollyburn Family Services Society (hollyburn-
society.ca)
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 Focus / Scope Name Lead Organization Partners Jurisdictional or Level of Actions Status / Timeframe Comments 
M FN NS MV BC F 

14 Addiction 
Recovery 
Housing 

Dovercourt ( 1606 Lynn Valley Road 
167 East 2nd) 

Lookout Housing and Health 
Society 
 

   
 

   Ongoing Abstinence-based Living Residence (Group Home) 
Contact Us – Lookout Housing + Health Society 
(lookoutsociety.ca) 

15 North Shore Men’s Recovery House Turning Point Recovery 
Society 

       Ongoing Turning Point Recovery Society, Vancouver, BC 

16 North Shore Women’s Recovery 
House 

Turning Point Recovery 
Society 

       Ongoing Turning Point Recovery Society, Vancouver, BC 

17 Mental Health 
Crisis/ 
Emergency 
Housing 

Magnolia House  
720 East 17th Street, DNV 

Vancouver Coastal Health    
 

   Ongoing Community-based facility for short-term psychiatric 
emergency/crisis intervention 
Admissions are via Lions Gate emergency 

18 Mental Health 
and 
Supportive 
Housing 

Circle of Care Home 1 
 (confidential address) 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association  

Vancouver Coastal Health, North 
Shore Alliance Church 
 

  

 

   Ongoing Group homes with wraparound services for mental illness, 
addictions, chronic illnesses, poverty reduction, and spiritual 
wellbeing 
Circle of Care Group Homes (cmha.bc.ca) 
1 VCH staff on site, access to services at VCH Connections Clinic, 
and weekly coffee social at NS Alliance Church to help isolation 

19 Circle of Care Home 2 
 (confidential address) 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association  

Vancouver Coastal Health, North 
Shore Alliance Church 
 

  
 

   Ongoing  

20 Circle of Care Home 3 
 (confidential address) 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association  

Vancouver Coastal Health, 
Capilano Community Services 

      In progress CMHA is partnering with CCS to deliver a Caring Circle Home 3 on 
the North Shore 

21 Aborlynn House 
1573 Aborlynn Drive 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association  

Community Psychiatric Services, 
Hope Centre, Lions Gate Hospital 

  

 

   Ongoing Group homes for recovery journey serving  
people with physical and mental disability 
Resident capacities: 13 men and 6 women 
 
Inquiries handled at the HOpe Centre LGH 
https://northwestvancouver.cmha.bc.ca/programs-
services/supportive-housing/ 

22 Harold House 
1193 Harold Road 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association ( 

Community Psychiatric Services, 
Hope Centre, Lions Gate Hospital 

  
 

   Ongoing  

23 Lillian House 
167 East 27th Street 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association (CMHA) 

Community Psychiatric Services, 
Hope Centre, Lions Gate Hospital 

  
 

   Ongoing  

24 Addiction 
Recovery and 
Mental Health 

North Shore Centre 
300-132 East 14th Street 

Avalon Recovery 
Centres/Society 

   
 

   Ongoing Support group for women 12-step recovery 

25  
Mental Health 
 

Kelty Dennehy Mental Health 
Resource Centre (1337 St. Andrews 
Avenue, Hope Centre, Lions Gate 
Hospital) 

Canadian Mental Health 
Association 

   
 

   Ongoing 10am-1pm and 1:30-4 pm Monday to Friday 
Free access to mental health, substance abuse and addiction 
information, and health services       http://www.vch.ca  

26 Primary 
Healthcare 

VCH Health Connections Clinic 
148 15th Street East 
 

Vancouver Coastal Health CMHA, North Shore Alliance 
Church 
 
Funding partners: VCH and North 
Shore Family Practice 

  

 

   Ongoing Primary care for North Shore residents with no GP or nurse 
practitioner (NP) and complex needs (physical, mental, additions, 
facing poverty) 
Team: social workers, GP, NP, substance use nursing, chronic 
disease nursing 
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North Shore Homelessness Action Initiative (NSHAI)
Inventory of Opportunities and Current Actions to Address Homelessness (Draft – June 2021)

D. Programs and Services M = one municipality, FN = First Nations, NS = Multiple North Shore Communities, MV = Metro, BC = Province, F = Federal

Focus / Scope Name Lead Organization Partners Jurisdictional or Level of Actions Status / 
Timeframe

Comments
M FN NS MV BC F

1 Homelessness Reaching Home: Canada’s 
Homelessness Strategy

Employment and Social 
Development Canada

Closed: Call for 
Proposals(deadli
ne Feb 2021)

Capital projects that seek to reduce and prevent homelessness.  CFP 
$7 million available over 3-years (April 2021-March 2024)
About Reaching Home: Canada's Homelessness Strategy - Canada.ca

2 Rapid Homeless Initiative Canadian Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation

Closed
Deadline was 
Dec 2020 

$1 billion program to help address urgent housing needs through 
rapid construction 
Rapid Housing Initiative (cmhc-schl.gc.ca)

3 Rapid Response to Homelessness BC Housing Ongoing Supportive housing, services and supports.
Rapid Response to Homelessness (bchousing.org)

4 Localized 
Poverty 
Reduction

TogetherBC: British Columbia’s 
Poverty Reduction Strategy Grants

Union of BC Municipalities City of North Vancouver, District of 
North Vancouver, District of West 
Vancouver

Secured Funding secured to develop the North Shore Poverty Reduction 
Strategy

5 Seniors (55+) Helping Seniors Navigate Housing City of North Vancouver District of North Vancouver, District 
of West Vancouver, Hollyburn Family 
Services

New/on hold Training for staff and volunteers working with seniors planned for 
March 2020, to be hosted by CNV. No dedicated funding.

6 Homelessness Homeless Outreach Program Canadian Mental Health 
Association

BC Housing Ongoing Housing and Outreach Coordinator/Worker 
Outreach Services (cmha.bc.ca)

7 Lookout Society Outreach Workers / 
Community Liaison

Lookout Housing and 
Health Society

City of North Vancouver, District of 
North Vancouver

Ongoing District of North Vancouver funds outreach workers from core grants
City of North Vancouver supports in the annual corporate budgets
Lookout Housing + Health Society – Solutions to Homelessness 
(lookoutsociety.ca)

8 Housing Support (19+) Foundry North Shore 
Society =

Ongoing Help to find housing and wraparound supports for youth (19-24) 
who are facing homelessness North Shore - Foundry - Where 
wellness takes shape (foundrybc.ca)

9 Single Women 
and Women 
with Children

Homelessness Prevention Program North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Support for women/children to secure housing
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)

10 Multicultural Community Services North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Support for immigrant and refugee women/children at risk of abuse
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)

11 Outreach Services Program North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Support for women/children at risk of abuse
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)

12 Children and 
Youth

Adolescent and Child 
Empowerment Program

North Shore Crisis Services 
Society

Ongoing Support for children/youth at risk of abuse
Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net)
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13 Seniors (55+) Seniors One Stop Program North Shore Community 
Resources Society 

 
      

Ongoing 
 

Information on housing, healthcare, assisted transportation, 
recreational and social events 
1NSCR - Seniors’ One Stop Information 

14 Free/Low-Cost 
Meals 

Seniors(55+) Meal Program Silver Harbour Seniors 
Activity Centre 

 
      

Ongoing Full-course meals: 11:45am to 1pm, week days 
Refreshments: 9:30am to 2pm, week days 
Annual fee is $35. Don’t have to live on North Shore. 

15 Community Free Lunch 
1044 St. Georges Avenue 

St. Andrew’s United Church  

      

 
Ongoing 

Every TH except August and end of December: 
Free community lunch (soup, sandwich, dessert, coffee/tea), 12-1 
pm, in Friendship Room 
Drop in coffee time and pastries: 10am-12 pm. 
Free donated bread: 10am-12 pm. 

16 Food 
Emergency 
Bags and 
Hampers 

Harvest Project Change the World 
Foundation 

 

      

Ongoing Serves North Shore residents facing life challenges (e.g. job loss, 
divorce, health issues, family death) 
Proof of North Shore residence is required.  
COVID protocol: food deliveries to the home. 

17 Frozen Food Program Salvation Army         Ongoing Low-cost meals ($2-$5 soup, casserole, entrée) ordered online or by 
phone, delivered T and TH 

18 North Vancouver Community Food 
Bank 

Salvation Army  

      

 
Ongoing 

Groceries 
Emergency Food Hampers 
COVID protocol:  bagged lunches available for pick up 9am-12:30pm 
week days 

19 Good Stuff Collection Clothing 
Donation and Thrift Shop 

North Shore Crisis Services 
Society 

       Ongoing 
 

Programs – North Shore Crisis Services Society (nscss.net) 
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